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The customary anniversary Mass for
the deceased bishops of the Hartford
REVIEW PUBLISHING CO., diocese was celebrated in St. Joseph's
a corporation organized under the laws Cathedral, Hartford, last week.
of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts,
THBKE Sisters of St. Joseph took their
and consisting of one hundred of the
leading Catholic clergymen of New- final vows and three novices received
England.

the white veil at the convent of Mary

OFFICERS :
President, Right Key. Monsignor Griffin,
D. D., Worcester, Mass.
Vice-Presidents: Very Rev. John E.
Barry, Y. G., P. R., Rev. James
O'Doherty, P. R., Rev. Edward McSweeny, Rev. James Coyle, Rev.
Thomas Broderick, Rev. Daniel O'Sullivan, P. R., Rev. Thomas Smyth.
Treasurer, Rev. John O'Brien.
Clerk, Rev. Philip J. O'Donnell.
Directors: Right Rev. Monsignor Griffin,
I). D.; Right Rev. Monsignor Magennis,
P. X.: Rev. John J. Lyons, Rev. Denis
O'Callaghan, D. D; Rev. John O'Brien,
Rev. Philip J. O'Donnell, Rev. William
P. McQuaid, Rev. Denis J. O'Farrell,
Key. John M. Muleahy.
Managing Director, Rev. John O'Brien.

Immaculate, I'arkville, Hartford, on the

2:id.ult.
On Saturday last the Summer "Play
School" which was conducted by the
Guild of St. Elizabeth, in the basement
of I'.oston College,closed its work for the
season.

Quinn, Doctor J. F. Couch, Messrs.
Thomas F. Burke, D. Clarke, K. Butler,
Miss Margaret Mel.eary,Friend (L.S.M.),
Friend, $5 each; Friend (T. N.), S2 ;
Friend (J.T.N.),SI. Donations of money,
clothing, stores, or any articles useful to
(he children or in the Dome are respectfully solicited.
Kkv. Michael Mueller, C. SS. li., the
author of several well known devotional
works, died at the Redemptorist House,
Annapolis, Md., on Monday, aged 74.
He was a Prussian by birth, became a
Redemptorist in 1848 and was ordained

in 1863 at Philadelphia.
Key. Father Muri-hy of the Trappist
Abbey at Tracadie, N. S., who is on his
way to Rome to attend a general chapter
of his order, has secured an option of a
larire tract of land at Medway, Mass.,
which place be visited last week, for the
purpose, if purchased, id' erecting a
Trappist monastery thereon.
Two hundred delegates, representing
the 18,000 members of the Order of
Knights of Columbus in Massachusetts,
at a recent meeting voted to endow a
scholarship in Boston College, to be
known as the "James E. Hayes Scholarship," in honor of the late lion. James
E. Hayes, an alumnus of the college and
supreme knight of the Order of Knights
of Columbus at the time of bis death.
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Thk Pope has appointed Cardinal
Logue, primate of all Ireland, apostolic
delegate, for the purpose of presiding at
Subscriptions must be paid in advance.
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Young Men's National Union to be held the Holy Year.
at
the convent of St. Joseph,Springfield,
Classes will be resumed at Holy Cross in Newark, N. J., Sept. 19 and 20, WilTin: Vkkv Kkv. Thomas Lynch, vicarwere three Pittsfleld young ladies,
College, Worcester, on the Oth inst.
liam Hopkins of Boston, representing general of thediocese of Burlington, Vt., Misses Jennie McKenna, Elizabeth Mcthe societies of this city will read a was stricken with paralysis while out (irath and Anna Mulroy.
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much more numerous. The value of the
last Monday, at St. John's Seminary, property destroyed is said to be $150,000. after some years to take charge, succes- ford coming in her place.
Brighton.
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WTehk'sNews.
At Schenley Park, Pittsburg, last
The President Says Monday, President McKinley,
the Filipinos
before an immense audience, deStruck First.
clared that the Filipinos began
the war in which we are now engaged with them. " Pending the ratification of the
Paris treaty," said the Chief Magistrate, " General Otis
only executed the orders of his government, and the
soldiers, under great provocation to strike back,
obeyed until the treaty was ratified. We had no other
title to defend, no authority beyond that to maintain.
Spain was still in possession of the remainder of the
archipelago. Spain bad sued for peace. The truce and
treaty were not concluded. The first blow was struck
Our kindness was reciprocated
by the insurgents.
with cruelty, our mercy with a Mauser. The Hag of
truce was invoked only to be dishonored. Our soldiers
were shot down when ministering to the wounded insurgents. Our humanity was interpreted as weakness,
our forbearance as cowardice. They assailed our sovereignty, and there will be no useless parley; no pause
until the insurrection is suppressed and American authority acknowledged and established. The misguided
followers in rebellion have only our charity and pity ;
as to the cruel leaders who have needlessly sacrificed
the lives of thousands of their people, at the cost of
some of our best blood, for the gratification of their
own ambitious designs, I will leave to others the ungracious task of justification and eulogy." The President also declared that there will be forthcoming more
men and ammunition if required for the speedy suppression of the rebellion, the establishment of peace
and tranquility and government under the undisputed sovereignty of the United States ; a government
which will do justice to all and at once encourage the
best efforts and aspirations of those distant people and
the highest development of their rich and fertile lands.

Eight Key. James H. Blenk, I).I).,
Bishop Blenk's bishop of San Juan, Porto Kico,
has issued an appeal to the CathAppeal for
His Flock. olics of this country in behalf of
the many Porto Kicans rendered
homeless and destitute by the late disastrous hurricane. In one part of his appeal the Bishop says:
The government, through the Secretary of War, has
already shown its practical sympathy with the sufferers. Money and provisions have been forwarded, and
a great national movement has been inaugurated, and
is being carried out energetically by Mr. Root. The
Church in this country must not be less interested in
the Catholics of the island than is the government in
its new citizens. Porto Kico is Catholic, and naturally looks henceforth to the Catholics of America. We
all know that to relieve the unhappy and give aid to
the needy is a distinctly Catholic virtue ; to give relief in this cause is to join the highest type of patriotism to the fairest form of Christian charity. America
is now in the island to gain the hearts of the people
by kindness and sympathy, and the present is an exceptionally favorable moment to do so ?to win over
forever to American citizenship and Catholic brotherhood the much tried inhabitants of Porto Kico."

"
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spondent of the London Standard says that the action the Conservatives, the latter would revise their
Volksraad in refusing to agree to the cancella- attitude toward the government, not only in the Diet,
tion of the dynamite monopoly has almost obliterated but also in the Reichstag. The Kreuz-ZeUung also

of the

the hopes of peace.

An English journalist who arrived in San Francisco on Sunday
Delay in
Samoan Matters from Apia says that the delay
which must occur before the recDangerous.
ommendations of the Samoan
peace commissioners can be acted upon by the three
Powers concerned in the matter, may readily prove
dangerous to peace in the islands. "The amended
treaty requires to be ratified by the Senate of the
United States," says this gentleman, " but as Congress will not meet until December, along and dangerous delay will result. The Mataafa people accepted
the conditions submitted by the commissioners, laid
down their arms and withdrew to their villages. The
followers of Malietoa, however, are still armed and in
the vicinity of Apia. There is nothing but talk of
war. The natives will not plant, and a most dangerous condition of affairs exists. The main point is the
necessity for prompt action on the part of the Powers.
If they are to accept therecommendationsof the commissioners they should do so quickly. The provisional government is doing very little, and can do but
little. All are awaiting the action of the Powers as to
the treaty that has been recommended by the commissioners. 1 went out to the islands a strong believer in Mataafa, and came back a still stronger believer in him. 1 think that both England and
America acted very badly in the recent affair. 1 went
over the island, visiting the villages, and think that the
two nations made a muddle of it. A great many
things were done by both England and America that
were unfair to the Germans, to the natives, and frequently to their own people. In Apia the Germans
were placed under martial law without the formality
of martial law being declared. Many native villages

roundly abused Prince Hohenlohe, saying he was no
friend of the Conservatives and Agrarians, and terming his remarks in the Diet as " most outrageous
words." The Deutsche 'Pages Zeitang and all the other
leading Conservative and Agrarian organs have had
daily defiant articles, in which it was claimed the
monarchy would be lost if it attempted to govern
without the Conservative party or against it. The
Emperor, who was in the Khineland when the bills
were rejected, is said to have become alarmed for his
own safety. Unusual precautions were taken for his
protection. The resignations of the ministers have
not been accepted, and they have all been called to
Berlin. The crisis, however, is now regarded as
ended. The canal bill will probably be again introduced at the next session of the Diet.

President McKinley, who made
The President's the first public announcement
Philippine Policy. of his Philippine policy at the
Catholic Summer School, outlined
that policy again last week when addressing a Methodist gathering at Ocean Grove, N. J. On this occasion the chief magistrate said " Piety and patriotism go well together. Love of country and love of tlag
are not inconsistent with our religious faith. More
people love our country and our Hag today than ever
before. Wherever that Hag is raised it stands, not for
despotism, but for liberty, opportunity and humanity. What that flag has done for us it will do for all
people and for all lands which by the fortunes (if war
have come within our jurisdiction. That Hag does not
mean one thing in the United States and another
thing in Porto Rico and the Philippines. There has
been some doubt expressed iv this country in regard
to the President's policy in connection with the
Philippines. I can see no harm in stating it in this
were burned without sufficient cause. Mataafa unthen, with charity for all,
presence. Peace first
doubtedly was the nominee of a great majority of the establish a government of law and order, protecting
people. Mataafa was essentially a man, while Malie- life, property and occupation, for the well being of
toa was a mere boy."
the people, a government in which they shall particiThe Dreyfus trial still drags along pate under the Stars and Stripes." Afterwards the
Dreyfus Still on at Kennes, and the end does not President declared that he had said more than he inTrial.
appear in sight yet, although it is tended saying on this subject.
nearly a month since the court sat
A New York gentleman who
for the first time. It is now stated that the reports of
What the
lately received a letter from
the trial appearingin the French papers are all garbled
Boer Commander General Jonbert, the Boer
according as the papers favor the prisoner or are opSays
of the Situation..commander-in-chief, who was
posed to his acquittal. Rumors of the contemplated
once an American himself,
are
;
arrest of General Mercier
current and the reaplast
public
Saturday,
and the following porin court added a certain made it
pearance of

Maitre Labor!

zest to the proceedings. Because of the manner in
which the trial is being conducted, Senator Stewart of
Nevada, it is said, will ask Congress, when it reassembles, to pass a resolution withdrawing from participation in the Paris Imposition next year. The government is taking every precaution to meet any emerggency. Thus men have been called for a regular period
of twenty-eight days' military service. They do not
go to the manoeuvresas usual, but spend their time in
garrison practice. Jules Guerin's affair is irritating,
but there is not the slightest general agitation of the
people of Paris. The manifestations at night are almost entirely from the merely curious crowds. The
The Boer government, according police are much overworked, but manage to punish the
Boers Will
to a cablegram from Capetown of crowds severely. Judging from experience, the delay
is
bloodConcede No More. the 28th ult., has notified Mr. in forcing Guerin's arrest probably to avoid
much
criticized.
but
it
is
shed,
Chamberlain that it must stand
The defeat of the government's
by its latest answer and can not make any further
concessions on the franchise question to the Out- Why the Emperor's canal bills is still the all absorblanders. The Boers are evidently preparing for the
Schemes Were ing topic of discussion at Berlin,
worst. They are exchanging their Martini ritles for
Defeated.
and the opposition organs are
Mausers, great numbers of which have arrived from
plainly endeavoring to give to
Europe at Johannesburg. General Joubert, who is it a significance which many of the legislators who
also vice-president of the Transvaal republic, in a voted against the bills had probably no intention of
speech which he made at Johannesburg on Sunday, attaching to their action. These papers declare that
said he hoped that matters would be settled, but he notice has been served upon the Kaiser that he must
could not say there would be peace when there was abate his imperialistic demands. The language of the
danger. He might have to say " Keep awake." He Conservative and Agrarian papers is even more exadded that if the people of Johannesburg or London traordinary. The Deutsche Agai-Curiis/iijiidcnz, one of
thought the Transvaal was giving in through fear or the main organs of the Agrarians, proclaimed that it
weakness they were mistaken. He would, however, was high lime the Emperor learned that he was "no
seek peace until the first shot was fired. The Burghers longer, at the end of the nineteenth century, an
at Vigil have telegraphed to the government that they absolute ruler over vassals, but the leader of a free
will refuse to tight unless the dynamite monopoly is nation." The paper admitted that the defeat of the
of strength between the governcancelled. Prisoners who are serving long sentences at canal bill meant a test The
Krcuz-Zcitung, the old-time
Johannesburg have been quietly removed to Potchefs- ment and Agrarians.
Prussian Conservatives, threatened that
troom in order to avoid trouble with them in the event organ of the
of war with Great Britain. Tb* Johannesburg corre- if the government meant a change of altitude toward

:

;

tion of the letter showsthai GeneralJonbert evidently
understands fully Chamberlain'spurposes. " The plan
of Chamberlain is not to come to an understanding or
to a settlement of any dispute with us," writes the Boer
commander. "It is impossible to dispel from the
mind of the Boer the idea that he, Chamberlain, has
been deeply involved with Rhodes in the raid and
ravages of Jameson upon the Republic in 18!tti, and
that it is this failure that even at this moment lies in
his throat, a lump so hard that he is unable to swallow
it, and this he uses as a false pretence to declare war
against us for the so-called grievances of the Out-

landers in regard to the right of vote, in order that he
may annihilate our small people and annex our
country, if God will permit him to do so. You speak
of arbitration,but Mr. Haggard says that arms must
arbitrate, and Chamberlain refuses arbitration because
he knows very well that he never can gain thereby.
It is my ardent wish that there should be an opportunity in your country, or in any European country,
to see any of those acting as arbitrator between us.
How worthy of the grace of the great God of heaven
would such a country make herself! "

At the opening of the Atbara
An American Bridge bridge, in the Soudan, which
was built by an American linn
In Africa.
which took the contract uuay
from a number of British competitors, Lord Kitchener
made an address, in which he said that "the construction of this magnificent bridge, I think, may fairly be
considered a record achievement. As far as the failure
of the efforts to place the construction order in England is concerned, I think it demonstrates that the relations between labor and capital there are not snilicient to give confidence to the capitalist and to induce
him to take the risk of establishing up-to-date workshops that would enable Great Britain to maintain
her position as the first constructing nation in the

148
world.
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But as Englishmen failed, lam delighted that

Americans stepped in. This bridge is due to their energy, ability and power to turn out works of magni-

tude in less time than anybody else. 1 congratulate the

Americanson their success in the erection of a bridge
in the heart of Africa. They have shown real grit far
from home, in the hottest month of the year and depending upon the labor of foreigners."
An apparently uncensored desOne of
patch from Manila declared last
Worcester's
Monday that events have proved
Friendly Filipinos. somewhat discouraging to officials
who are trying to accompany war
with a policy of conciliation. Two new municipal gov.
ernments have collapsed through the treachery of the
mayors. The mayor of San Pedro Macati, who was
elected by the residents, under the direction of Professor Dean Worcester, of the United States Peace
Commission for the Philippines, was brought to Manila
and lodged in jail today. The United States officers in
San Pedro Macati found he was using his office as a recruiting station for the Philippine army. Four disguised insurgent officers were helping him. The mayor
of Balinag was also arrested and confined in the same
prison. The Americans caught him passing between
the lines of the two armies with incriminating documents, which the authorities secured. Another prominent native mayor is under surveillance. When the
result of the election at Imus?which General Lawton
and Professor Worcester engineered?was announced,
the Americans inquired as to the whereabouts of the
people's choice, and were informed that he was in
prison at Bilibid, where the authorities had placed
him on suspicion of being a revolutionist. He was released and installed as mayor. Such events and conditions tend to give color to theassertions of foreign residents acquainted with the native character, who in.
sist that a great majority of the natives sympathize
with the insurrection and elect officials whom they
know to be revolutionists. Manila hasbeen policed at
nigbl with unusual vigilance for two weeks. Apparently the authorities are expecting trouble. The trend
ofaffairs tends to make the policy of leniency unpopular among Ihe Americans. When they abandoned
Morong they burned the whole town.
There appears to have been a
The Bull and the slight clash between British and
Bear.
Russian representatives last week
at Hankow, a Chinese town some
two hundred miles inland on the Yangtsekiang. Some
lands that had been bought years ago by British merchants were included in a sale of territory made by
Chinese parties to Russia. As soon as this matter
was brought to the notice of the resident British consul, he ordered the lands in question to be fenced in.
Alter the work was begun a dozen Cossacks from the
Russian consulate appeared on the scene and forcibly
ejected the workmen. The captain of the British second class gunboat " Woodlark," specially designed
for river service, after consulting with the British consul, landed a party of bluejackets and moved the
distance of the Russian con" Woodlark " into firing
sulate. For a time a light seemed imminent, but nothing further occurred. The bluejackets are guarding
the property. The British third class gunboat " Esk"
has been despatched lo Hankow from Shanghai.
Ureal Britain is evidently determined to uphold British rights.
The latest news from Manila is
The News
General Otis's despatch announcFrom Manila.
ing that Dato Mundi, one of the
henchmen of our ally, the Sultan
of Sulu, had killed thirty islanders at Xamboaga. Otis
declares that Mundi is "an able man, educated
abroad, thoroughly loyal to American interests." He
also announces that General Bates is going to place
American troops in certain Sulu islands. On the other
hand, Chaplain McQueen, who has returned from
Manila, said at San Francisco the other day that "Otis
should not be military and civil governor at the same
time. He is not competent to hold the dual position.
Practically the entire army is agreed on this. Otis is
continually calling General Lawton back. The rebels
were practically hemmed in on March 28 at Malolos,
when he prevented General Lawton from acting.
Aguinaldo is a great strategist and tactician. The
Japanese and Connecticut firms are supplying the insurgents with arms and munitions of war. This is a
well known fact. The bribery of the custom house
officials at Manila is notorious. On the night after
the fight at Paranaque the thirteenthregulars stampeded, thinking that the bolo men were upon them.
Five hundred men leaped to their feet with unearthly
yells, having their rifles behind. They ran two miles
to the camp of the fourteenth infantry, attempted to
seize the rifles of that regiment, and threw that regiment into confusion. Fifty seasoned soldiers could
have massacred those two regiments that awful
night."

The Portuguese, speaking citizens
In Honor of
of New England celebrated lasl
Vasco da Gama. Tuesday, in this city, tin1 fourth
centenary of the completion of
the famous voyage of Vasco da (Jama, the celebrated
Portuguese navigator who discovered the Cape of
Good Hope way to India and the Easl. The celebration began with High Mass in St. John the Baptist's
(the Portuguese) Church, North Bennet street, and
afterwards a grand procession, in which various societies participated, passed through a number of the city
Streets. In Ihe afternoon a banquet was served in
Odd Fellows' Hall, at which speeches were made by
some prominent state and city officials, the Portuguese
minster at Washington, the Portuguese consul general and resident Portuguese-Americans. The whole
affair was very successful and creditable to those participaling in it.
According to advices from Havana
Annexation Now there is a growing sentiment in
Cuba that the future interests of
Advocated.
the island will be best promoted
by its annexation to the United States. It is asserted
that even former autonomists are now largely advocates of annexation, and their organ, El Nuero Pais,
was, like the rest of the press there, demanding independence three months ago, but it is now quite outspoken in favor of annexation. This change is part
of the general drift toward America and things American, which is so noticeable on all sides, as much by
what is not said as by what is said. The criticism by
the newspapers during the first few months of American control, has almost entirely disappeared.
Ex-Speaker Reed's retirement
Through German from Congress is regarded in Germany as a preparatory step to
Glasses.
his entering the lists next year for
the presidential nomination of his party. The Cologne
Gazette interprets the ex-Speaker's action as a decision
"to enter upon a campaign against President McKinley for the Presidency." It says Mr. Reed is the most
important Republican politician and intellectually far
Mr. McKinley's superior. It says also that hi' is no
friend of extreme protectionism. The Gazetteexpresses
the hope that the German-Americans will inarch under Mr. Seed'sbanner of old Republicanism with all
who wish to combat McKinley's policy of conquest,
oppression, imperialism and militarism.
It has been intimated before I his
Rumors of a that the United States may yet
Coming Trade. find a solution of the Philipine
problem in swapping the islands
off with some European power for a consideration.
Prom Vienna last week came a despatch in seeming
confirmation of that idea. The Politische < 'orrespondenz
says that there is a growing desire on the part of
Europeans to see the Philippines exchanged for West
Indian Islands. A petition to this effect is being
numerously signed. Among the signers arc a number
of Americans who are now en route from Manila to
London.
A few weeks of experiment apNo Country for pear to have satisfied General
Otis that the Philippines is no
Cavalry.
country for cavalry operations.
He has informed the war department by cable that
at a conference of general officers in the Philippines,
called by him, it was decided that no more cavalry
was necessary to the conduct of the campaign in
Luzon. General Otis said that the country was not
suitable for cavalry operations and that the question
of securing forage for the horses had become embarrassing.
F'rom Victoria, B. C, comes information, brought to that city
One Way of
Disposing of a by steamer of a recent attempt
Royal Aspirant. to seize the throne of Korea,
made by an alleged member of the
old royal family, Wang Eui Soo. He has been in exile
since his birth, lie returned to Seoul on May 30, at
once made himself known at the royal palace and
declared himself the rightful king. He was arrested,
but so unusual were his actions that the court physicians adjudged him insane and he was liberated, but
Immediately afterward rearrested by order of Lady Mo,
the power behind the throne of the kingdom. He
was sentenced to death, and was decapitated.
Portland, Ore., appears to have
Portland Envious of become envious of the distinction which attaches to San
San Francisco.
Francisco as being the only
are
forwarded to the Philippines.
troops
port whence
On Monday of this week Governor Salmon of Oregon
telegraphed to the war department asking that Portland, Ore., be used as one of the places from which to
ship troops to the Philippines. He explained that
as
San Francisco and New York had been elected
that
several
for
the
and
as
departure
troops,
points of
transports for the troops, recently chartered by the
government are on the Pacific coast, they should be
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sent to Portland and troops sent from that city. He
asked that even though the department might not see
lit to make Portland a regular shipping place, the
volunteer regiment now at Vancouver be sent from
Portland instead of San Francisco. The quartermaster'sdepartment is opposed to changing the points
of departure of troops, as all arrangements have been
made for the sailing of transports from San Francisco
and New York. Secretary Root has not reached a
final conclusion in the matter, however.
At a meeting of the American-Irish Historical Society held Tuesday of this week at Newport, R. L, a
dozen new members were elected, and a committee
was appointed to consider the ad visibility of erecting
a bronze tablet in Charlestown, Mass., to the memory
of soldiers of Irish birth or lineage who fell during the
battle of Bunker Hill, fighting in behalf of American
liberty. Newport's availability for the society's work
was then discussed, and it was recalled that several
distinguished men of Irish blood formerly lived there;
among others Dean Berkeley, the famous scholar the
Rev. Marinadiike Brown, at one time pastor of old
Trinity Captain Wilkinson, a founder of the Newport
Artillery; Commodore Perry, son of an Irish mother,
who so splendidly defeated the British on Lake F>ie,
and his brother, Matthew Perry, to both of whom
monuments now stand in Newport.
According to the latest reports the storm which
lately swept over Porto Rico killed 2,312 persons and
rendered 250,000 destitute. It is estimated that it will
require 25,000,000 pounds of rice and beans and 4,260,-000 pounds of codfish to allow of a ration of a pound a
day being issued until the crops can be gathered
seventeen weeks hence. The cost of these supplies
would be 9126,000.
British claims for compensation for damages resulting from the bombardment of Samoa by Admiral
Kautz amount to 180,000. Princess Faamuu, only
daughter of the late King Malietoa, and only sister to
ex King Tanu, who has been educated as an Fmglish
woman in Fiji, is forwarding a petition, askin; the
three Powers lo grant her an allowance.

;

;

The 150th anniversary of the birth of Goethe was
Aug. l'S, with great pomp at Frankforton-the-Main. The birthplace of the poet was crowded
with visitors from all parts of Europe and America.
The ex-empress attended tin' ceremonies, which were
under the auspices of the Free German Academy
and the Goethe Society.
London now throws upon Russia the blame of delaying a settlementof the Alaskan boundaryquestion,
and St. Petersburg is charged by Englishmen of making insidious suggestions to Ibis country which cause
us to claim more Arctic territory than by right belongs

celebrated on

to us.
New Hampshire began the celebration of "old
home" week last Sunday, and nearly every town in
the slate is participating. The celebrationwas ushered
in with welcoming bonfires on all the hills ami the

White Mountains.
Six men were killed, two fatally and three otherwise injured, and three made missing by the fall of
twelve steel arches last. Monday at the Coliseum which

is building at Chicago.
Presidents Salles of Brazil and Roca of Argentina.
have signified their intention of attending the Pan
American exhibition that is to be held next year al
Buffalo.
President McKinley left Pittsburgh last week and
went to Pittsburg, stopping en route at Ocean Grove,
N. J., where he made anotherspeech on the Philippine

problem.
Chili reports that the late severe storms which
swept over South ami Central America destroyed

property within her boundaries of the value of

-600,000.

$7,-

A parcels post treaty, the first to be made between this country and any European land, has been
signed with Germany, and will go into effectOctober 1.
In consequence of recent Russian enactments rethat
garding Finland, it is said that 100,000 people of
country are preparing to emigrate.
Forest fires have caused much damage in Colorado.
Wyoming and South Dakota, and it is reported that
several lives have been lost.
A concerted movement to bring about the issue
by the United States of fractional currency is reported
from Washington.
The bubonic plague is spreading in continental
Europe and Asia, and England is said to fear invasion
by it.
The Paris Tempt accuses Chamberlain of endeavoring to force the Boers to war with England.
The Jiminez insurrectionists claim to be gaining
victories anil ground in San Domingo.
Four American soldiers were ambushed and killed
by natives at Cebu last week.
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to the condition it occupied in 1833. This layman
max possess his soul in peace. The decision against
which he protests will have no influence whatever, or
The first half of an attractive Irish slory by Clara very little influence at the most with the "High"
Mulholland, Key. Mr. Slarbuck's scholarly paper, the church ministers and theircongregations.
interesting description, on page 10, of a modern
Manila church, timely editorials, late literary intelli- f COMMENTING upon the action of those Chicago Cathdignified and strong protest against the
gence, on pages Sand 0, unite with the regular features olics, whose
comof the Review to render this week's paper both enter- sacrilegious spoliation of Philippine churches we
mended last week, the Aye Maria, which evidently betaining and enlightening for its readers.
lieves with the Review in consolidating Catholic inBy virtue of the treaty concluded with the Sultan of
fluence, pertinently and forcibly says:
Sulu the United States upholds polygamy in the Phil"Caution has too often been our counsellor; courippines. Because of numerotfe protests received by
age too seldom. Not a week passes but the Catholic
press sends up a faint protest against injustice, ophim last week, Mayor Quincy refused to allow the Morpression or insult from some quarter: but the guilty
mon preacher who held forth on the Common the
persons neither hear nor heed the protest. The numprevious Sunday to preach again but granted permisber of public men who set. justice above policy can be
sion to a "reformed pickpocket" to revile the Cathocounted on the thumbs of one hand; the rest can be
lic Church. Our boasted American liberty assumes
Influenced only by votes, not by arguments, and the
pressure of votes has never been brought to bear upon
some queer and contradictory phases at times.
them. And the natural and reasonable conclusion is
Hon. Ciiakles Demiv, who is a member of that
that Catholics deserve persecution since they take it
weary-willy body, the PhilippinesCommission, has sent
with such faint protest."
a letter to the slate department in which beannounces
Thehk are some pregnant and truthful sentences
with great flourish of trumpets that the American
from the paper " The Teacher and His Duties," which
provost marshal of Manila has opened public schools
Maximilian P. E. (iroszmanii has in the September
in that city and that school books are furnished free
to children whose parents are too poor to pay for Vorum :
" The secularization of instruction has, among other
them. If Mr. Denby will read up the history of Manila
things, exerted a deplorable Influence upon the
those
helps
will
discover
that
both
to
education
he
nature of the teaching talent. When education was a
existed there long before they became American instimatter of spiritual concern, the teaching was undertutions.
taken with a seriousness of purpose, and the teachers were usually well equipped with knowledge.
When a publication which is issued primarily in the
Teaching was then a life-calling. Nor should we
interests of women allows her whom the archangel
imagine that the priest-teacher of those days was not
hailed as blessed among women to be misrepresented
When teaching
professionally tit for his work.
and reviled in its columns, it certainly lays itself open
became thebusiness of secular persons who taught for
remuneration, the spirit of the work degenerated at
to censure and merits rebuke. The Catholic Columbian,
once. Naturally, from Quintillian's time down to our
consequently, simply did its duty when, having disown, there have been very many inspired secular
a
purporting
story
covered the infamous character of
teachers whoso influence has been ennobling and farto tell of the Blessed Virgin's marriage to St. Joseph,
reaching. But the general trend of secular education
which lately appearedin the Ladies' Home Journal, it
became utilitarian ; and the teachers were recruited
entered a vigorous protest against the insults offered
from all walks of life, mostly the lowest.
(iod.
Teaching was low business,' oven in the early days
therein to the Immaculate Mother of
of our own glorious republic. These conditions are
Editor Stbono of the Missionary Herald should read
not altogether a thing of the past. Even nowadays it
up Japanesehistory. It is only twenty-five years, he
is not uncommon for a man to try his hand at teaching
after ho has tailed in everything else ; and the scholarrecently said, since the first Christian church was
ships and professional training of teachers are generformed in Japan. Christianity was introduced into
ally not high."
Japan nearly three hundred years ago by Catholic
All ofwhich is commended to the consideration of
missionaries, and despite the horrible persecutions to
those individuals who contend that secular education
which the Japanese Catholics were subsequently subis the only good system, and who foolishly believe
jected, and notwithstanding that for upwards of two
that any system of education with which religion has
centuries no priest was able to enter the islands, the
anything to do must necessarily be an inferior educaChristian faith was transmitted from generation to
generation, so that when Catholic clergymen were again tion.
permitted to enter Japan, they found numbers of Something for Schurman to Read.
Here is evidence from the Manila Times, which is
Catholics there to welcome them.
certainly in a position to know whereof it spiaks, and
Queer things happen at camp-meetings but a new
which is plainly not prejudiced against our troops in
departure seems to have been made by a number of
the Philippines, that refutes very directly the recent
ministers who attended one of those revivals held last
statement of President Schurman, to the effect that
week down in New Jersey. A watermelon eating
there have been no deeds of sacrilegious spoliation
match was one of the features of the revival, and the
by American soldiers in the Philippines.
part the preachers took in that match is thus described committed
that cases may arise in war-times when
asserting
After
by a correspondent
the destruction of churches is excusable, the Timet
"Staid ministers plunged their whiskers into the

EditoralNotes.

-

?

;

?

...

'

...

;

:

?

luscious fruit and streaked their clothes with the juice
in their endeavor to cause the disappearance of the
melons, and for twenty minutes there was a side-splitting scone. Key. J. K. (Jreer of Millville was finally declared the winner, after having eaten two big melons.
He was put to bed. Doctor Graw was accorded second
honors and Doctor Strickland third.
A layman, presumably a " High "-churchman,
writes to the London Bpettator to express his hopes
that the recent decision of the archbishops of Canterbury and York on the use of incense and lights in
the Anglican churches will be disregarded. He gives
no less than eight reasons why the decision, in his
opinion, should be disobeyed. He submits that " the
archbishops had made up their minds beforehand,
and however much they may have wished it, il was
absolutely impossible for them to be impartial." He
declares that this latest decision contradicts the Lincoln judgment which allowed altar lights; and he maintains that the decision is the thin edge of a wedge
which, if driven home.will reduce the Anglican church

adds:
v
[have happened] of wanton
" But so many instances
destruction ofallars and images, sacred to those who
adhere to the Roman Catholic creed and which
should at least be revered by all as the
fait/h of as many good, noble and righteous men
and women as can be found amongst the followers of
Martin Luther, that we feel in duty hound to make a
protest. The destruction of the beautiful cathedral
of San Fernando, blown up on May 4 with dynamite
liy order of the insurgent Luna, was excusable, from
Luna's point of view, in his own defense, as well as
I In' destruction of other churches by the American
troops. Much silver?altar pieces and sacred vessels
was found in the ruins and appropriated by the
tinder, in accordance with the usual practice in war,
though condemned in theory. But wantonly to enter
a peaceful convent or a little wayside church, and
deliberately proceed to dismantle every picture and
altar-piece, deface the walls and destroy and wreck
and ransack and pillage a little house of worship,
where rude villagers still flock in silent, simple
adoration, and which has been spared by Just American commanders as being too insignificant to afford a
?

/

'

?
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post of vantage to the enemy, is a piece of vandalism,
a crime for which no punishment is too severe."

Rev. Peter McQueen, the Protestant minister who
lias just returned from the islands, declared at San
Francisco the other day that " the much-lauded peace
commission was the worst farce imaginable"; and
'the reckless statements which the head of that body
has made since his return from Manila tend to confirm
that opinion.

DISASTROUS RESULTS OF OUR NEW
INDIAN POLICY.
F'rom the report of the government agencies of the

SOME

Indian schools in Montana, and from statistics com-

piled by Bishop Brondel of Helena, we learn that there
are about 1,000Indian children in theMontana

schools,

Catholic and Protestant, and that about 1,000 of these
are in Catholic schools. We also learn the sad fact
that, in consequence of the withdrawal of the appropriations of the government from the contract schools,

1,400 children are in most
school facilities whatever.
some

cases without any

" Many of these schools," says the report, " have
been maintained by the government by contract with
the Jesuit Fathers, and the school buildings, which in
some instances surpass in equipment and accommodation many of the rir.sl-cla.ss schools for white children, were erected in accordance with the suggestions
and requirements of government officials and inspectors; hence the action of Congress in later years
in discontinuing appropriations for the maintenance
of these schools, on the ground that federal aid .should
no longer be given to sectarian schools, has greatly
curtailed and hampered the work of the Catholic missions and there has been of necessity a large falling
off of pupils."
The St. Ignatius' mission, among the Flatheads of
Western Montana, one of the most important in the
state, under the care of the Jesuits, who taught their
pupils various trades, a short time ago had 300 children.
Last year the attendance was necessarily reduced to
215 this year to about 100. There arc 460 children of
school age on the reservation. Now the greater portion of them are without the means of education. The
girls were taught by the Sisters of Providence all kinds
of housework, dairy work and sewing. There was also
a kindergarten department in charge of the Ursuliue

;

nuns.

The Holy Family mission at the Blackfeet agency
formerly numbering 100 childrenis now, perforce, cut
down to 50. The government school at the agency
has 108, yet there are 421 children of school age at this
agency and, of course, Sl3 without school facilities.
But the most deplorable result of the withdrawal of
government aid was the closing of the school at the

Pryor Creek sub-agency by which .">OO Indians were
deprived of school facilities. The parents of the children have complained to the officers of the agency of
the closing of the school.
St. Labre's mission at Tongue River has been reduced to sixty-five children, and there are nearly 300
children without any school privileges whatever.
Now, the question naturally arises, why has aid
from the government been withdrawn, so that such a
large number of children (and these only in one state)

are left without the means of education? No faultcould be found with the Catholic schools. On the
contrary, there is abundance of good, reliable, Protestant testimony to the fact that the Catholic Indian
schools were superior to all the others, whether government or denominational. Yet, in spite of all this,
and, no doubt, in consequence of it, the aid of government was heartlessly, ruthlessly withdrawn. Why.'
Simply because they were Catholic, and their superiority could not be tolerated. There is no use in mincing matters. The truth should be told in order
that all may know that it was nothing more nor
less than sectarian, narrow and jealous bigotry
which prompted the agitation that caused the government to alter its former Indian policy and withdraw its
aid from the contract schools. Because the Catholics,
for the reason that their schools did better work, received more money from the government a disingenuous appeal was made to popular Protestant prejudice a hue ami cry was kept up ; tremendous efforts
were made to influence Congress, and the result was
the adoption of a polk} which gradually withdrew

;
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covering the true causes of the religious decadence that
has befallen their various denominations; if they are
sincere in wishing to know why their places of worship
are empty on Sunday of worshipers, they will have to go
back to the time when their forefathers, in their mistaken notions, abolished the Mass. Of course, the consequences of that act of folly did not assert themselves
all at once. The novelty of the new religion, the old
Catholic ideas which our Protestant friends retained
about the sanctity of the Lord's day and the duty of
A CONDITION AND ITS CURE.
going to church thereon, and some similar consideraLast week, as our readers will readily remember, we tions sufficed for a while, more or less long, to keep
considered the causes contributing to the deplorable them in the ranks of church-goers. But, with the
religious condition which so Rev. Mr.Cooke,the Unita- Mass gone, the chief attraction of their churches derian minister of Dublin, N. 11., admits, prevails so parted, and little by little the people recognized that
largely in Protestant New England. As Mr. Cooke, in fact, and began to absent themselves from church,
his Transcript article, suggested no remedy for that until today non-attendance at church on Sunday, is,
condition, we are moved to point one out for the beneas Minister Cooke admits, a Protestant failing in nearly
fit of our non-Catholic friends.
all the farming towns of New England and in the
The fidelity with which Catholics attend their cities as well.
church services oil Sundays and holydays of obligation
We present these considerations in no proselytizing
iscontinually admitted anil admired by their non-Cathspirit. We state them simply as matters of fact which
olic neighbors. The nearest church may be two, three are palpable and provable. Souie well-meaning Protfour or more miles away ; the weather may be inestants virtually admit all that is here said about the
clement, the walking bad, or some other circumstance Mass and the effect which its abolition in Protestant
may render attendance at the service an inconvenichurches has had upon the attendance at those
from the contract schools government aid with the
disastrous consequences above indicated.
When will the great American people, whose constant boast is freedom of conscience and a broad liberality, learn to despise and frown down all mean and
vulgar bigotry? When will the twelve millions of
American Catholics learn to hate and eschew all domestic bickerings and unworthy jealousies, and unite
in a compact, fraternal and judicious solidarity for the
maintenance of their social and political rights?

ence, evena hardship, but, nevertheless, the churches
are always filled, for the practical Catholic never allows
himself?if he can possibly help it?to be deprived of
the happiness of attending Mass on Sundays and holydays of obligation. He knows, of course, that he can
not?unless a good and sufficient cause excuses him?
absent himself from Mass on those days without incurring the guilt of mortal sin. But leaving that obligation aside, our Catholic churches have in the Mass
itself a magnet,so to speak, toattract worshipers which
no Protestant place of worship possesses.
Nor is it in the least surprising that the celebration
of Mass suffices to fill our churches on Sundays and
holvdays of obligation, and to attract to them, on
other days, throngs of devout worshipers. F"or to the
Catholic the holy Mass is an inexhaustible treasury of
spiritual riches. It is the most sublime sacrifice of
praise, thanksgiving and propitiation that can be offered to God. It is the most complete satisfaction that
can be made for sin. It is the surest way of obtaining for our souls grace here and glory hereafter, and in
no manner can we aid ourdear dead more efficaciously
than by having its infinite virtues applied in their behalf.

" The Sacrifice of the Mass," says the Catechism of
the Council of Trent, " is one and the same sacrifice
with that of the Cross: the Victim is one and the same,
Christ Jesus,- Who offered Himself, once only, a
bloody sacrifice on the altar of the Cross. The bloody
and unbloody Victim is still one and the same, and
the oblation of the Cross is daily renewed in the
Kuebaristie Sacrifice, in obedience to the command of
the Lord ' This do for a commemoration of Me.' The
Christ our Lord ;? the minpriest is also the same
isters who offer this Sacrifice consecrate the holy
mysteries not in their own, but in the person of
Christ. This the words of consecration declare: the
priest does not say: This is the Body of Christ,' but
'This is My Body '; and thus invested with the character of Christ, he changes the substance of the bread
and wine into the substance of His Body and Blood.
The holy Sacrifice of the Mass, therefore, is not only
a sacrifice of prayer and thanksgiving or a commemoration of the sacrifice of the Cross: but also a sacrifice of propitiation by which God is appeased and rendered propitious."
Is it in any way surprising that a person who accepts
that teaching ?as all Catholics do should show
themselves eager to attend Mass, and, on days when
such attendance is prescribed, that they should allow-

:

?

'

?

nothing but the gravest of impediments to keep them
away from church? In the whole Catholic Church
there is no mystery more consoling to needy humanity,
more salutary in the graces which it confers, more
pleasing in God's sight than this Holy Sacrifice of the

Mass, which St. Francis dc Sales, in his " Introduction
to a Devout Life " describes as " the sun of all
spiritual exercises, the soul of piety, the fire of divine
charity, the abyss of divine mercy and a precious means
whereby God confers upon us His graces."
If our non-Catholicfriends be really desirous of dis-

churches on Sunday; and hence we have "high"
churchism, ritualism, etc., all of which systems aim,
more or less directly, at restoring the Mass and
through it, at attracting Protestants again to church.
And only in that Sacrifice is the remedy to be found
for the deplorablecondition which, so Mr. Cooke admits, pervades Protestant New England,

QUEER METHODS OF CIVILIZATION.
Anglo-Saxon civilization has, sometimes, a very
strange way of revealing itself to what we have of late
begun to call contemptuously the "subject races."
The natives of the Philippine archipelago are just at
present experiencing a little of the truth of this. Part
of a letter received by Frank J. Knight of 120 Burbank

street, Pittsfield, from his brother who is a member of
Company D, 12th United States Infantry, Mauila, and
printed in the Springfield Republican, tells in what wise
our soldiers in the Philippines are showing forth the
sweetness and light of our lately developed imperialistic civilizing policy. After describing the manner in
which our artillery has battered down the churches in
many places, this soldier says

:

?

"The worst of all is in the ruins of Guadeloupe
church, in the vaults where the deail are buried; the
volunteers broke them open, pulled them out, broke
open the coffins, and robbed I he dead you can see the
skull where the feet ought to he, and the feet where
the head ought to be, and the ribs all mixed up; one
lies there half pulled out of the vault and just whore
the hands crossed on the breast was all poked over
looking for gold rings and crosses one is said to have
found a diamond ring and a gold cross."

;

;

There have been soldiers' letters which told of the
slaughter of Filipino prisoners. The truth of such
stories has been strenuously denied, and for the honor
and good name of our great country, we are glad to
say that the stories themselves are generally discredited. But the looting of houses, and the appropriation of public and private property by officers ami
privates of the United States army of conquest are
things which have not been denied. Even the chaplains, as we showed a few weeks ago in an extract from
the special correspondent of the Transcript, are not free
from the suspicion of annexing portable articles that
took their fancy.
We suppose that all these things have their proper
placein the imperialistic plan for the uplifting of " subject people," anddoubtless the Filipinos accept them as
great helps towards a more thorough appreciation of
Western civilization ; but the ghoulish desecration of
graves as set forth in the letter quoted from above
will hardly add to the islanders' respect either for our
civilization or its instruments. A war of civilization
may easily deteriorate into a war of demoralization,
and this may affect ourselves more than the enemy.
Like the " heathen Chinee " some of our civilizing ways
in the Philippine archipelago are peculiar.
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CONSIDERATIONS ON CATHOLICISM
BY A PROTESTANT THEOLOGIAN.
LUX
We have seen that the Franciscan Rule treats the
neglect ofany precept (not being a wanton neglect, of
course,) as an irregularity, but not as a sin, not even
as a venial sin. Nor does it appear to give the
superiors power to convert it into sin by giving to the
precept an added stringency. The Dominican Rule
refuses to make such a neglect a mortal sin, but implies
that it may be a venial sin.
Nevertheless, says St. Dominic, there are three
classes of precepts " which bind up unto mortal sin,"
quae ohligant ad peccalum mortale. These are
(1.) All the precepts of Scripture. This simple provision at once dissipates into thin air the malevolent
misinterpretation of Littledale and other assailants
on this ground of the Jesuits and of Rome. Assuredly,
as they would all allow, not only do not all the precepts

:

?

of Scripture bind to the commission of sin, but not
one of them so binds. There is not one of them which

does not present itself, in its time and place, as a
solemn duty before God. Not the observance of it,
but the neglect of it, is sin.
Now what excuse can Littledale have, or any one
else, for not knowing this simple fact, which of itself
settles the whole controversy ? There can be no excuse. Before bringing theirfearful accusation against
more than half Christendom, they were solemnly
bound to search the whole range of Christian antiquity,
from the time when this formula obKgare ad jieccatiim or iihligatinnem ad peccatum inducere first appears, and to trace it down through every instance
of its application, untilits sense is established beyond
possibility of doubt. They were bound at first to
assume for it a moral and Christian meaning, and having done so they would have found their assumption
confirmed by every fresh instance of its occurrence.
However, let us postpone personal remarks and
examine further.
(2.) The next class of precepts which bind up to
mortal sin " are : all the precepts of the canon law,
that is, of course, all the precepts of this which are
still in force, and which apply to a Dominican. Noweven a Boston Orangeman, unless quite out of his
head, will allow that not one precept of the canon
law sets out to command Catholics to sin. Every one
gives itself out as being, then and there, something
which it is a virtue to fulfil and a siii to disobey.
Moreover, the extremest Protestant will allow that
most of the canonical precepts are morally innocent,
and many of them morally commendable. To translate therefore ohligare ad fKccalum as signifying
" to bind to commit sin would be here as meaningless as in the former case, though not quite so monstrous. The sense here also is perfectly plain. Those
precepts of the canon law which are still in force bind
Catholics in general, but many of them may be held to
bind them at most onlysublei'i, under pain of venial sin,
obligant ad peccatum veniale. So far they bind every
Dominican also, simply as a Catholic. St. Dominic,
however, wishes his sons to be under a still stricter
obligation to the canon law. Accordingly he provides
that every Dominican who consciously transgresses a
now binding canonical precept which applies to him,
is, even where another Catholic might only be condemned sub levi, condemned, by virtue of his Rule,
sub gram. Obligator ad peccatum mortale. "He is bound
up unto mortal sin."
We see that by this time the meaning of obligors
nd. peccatum is perfectly ascertained. Moreover,
neither St. Francis nor St. Dominic finds itatall necessary to explain the formula. Of course he had no need
to explain what, as Doctor Edward Steitz, after full
examination, assures us, is in use throughout medieval theology, ami always in the same sense "to bind
up to the point of sin if disobeyed."
(3.) The third class of Dominican precepts which
bind up to mortal sin is found in the commands of
superiors, if enjoined under threat of excommunication or in virtue of holy obedience. Nevertheless even
or
these solemn commands, if given unadvisedly,
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angrily, not only do not bind up unto mortal sin, but
do not bind at all.
This special authority given to Dominican (apparSunday, Sept. 3.
ently not to Franciscan) superiors, of reinforcing the
Fifteenth Sunday after Pentecost. Epistle (lalatians,
precepts of the Rule or their own particular commands
v.
25-vi. 11 ; gospel, St. Luke, vii., 11-lli. "For what
by giving them the power obUgandi ad peccatum," is
things
a man shall sow, those also shall he reap."
evidently the original from which the similar provision
There is both warning and encouragement for us all in
in the Jesuit Constitutions is derived. The authority
this pregnant truth which St. Paul announced to the
given to the superior in both cases is the same. It is
(ialatians. The warning consists in the undeniable
the right of providing that a brother who in this case
declaration that if we devote our days here on earth
disobeys shall be " bound up unto sin " if a Jesuit at
to
deeds of sin and vice, to offences against God, our
least to venial, if a Dominican, always to mortal sin.
and ourselves, we shall, in the future life, reneighbor
The next passage cited by Doctor Steitz, is about
the
punishment meet for such a misuse of our
ceive
sixty years later. It is found in the great Dominican
here. The encouragement lies
time
and
opportunities
St. Thomas Aquinas. St. Thomas is considering the
in
assurance
that the good deeds which
the
apostolical
question, whether all monastic precepts nhligant ad pecin
perform
thoughts which we enlife,
we
the
virtuous
catum, "bind up unto sin." Of course neither he nor
tertain
in
our
the
words
which we speak with
hearts,
his questioners are such idiots as to be inquiring
eternity,
bring us comintention,
all,
will
good
.in
whether all monastic precepts bind people to sin. Of
Nothing is surer than that we
mensurate
rewards.
course none of them do. They are one and all given
shall be judged after death for the use we have made
as means of leading a moreexcellent life,to the greater
lives, (iod Himself has declared that
greater
glory of (iod, and the
perfection of man, and of our present
also, in the case of the mendicant order, especially, to fact, and hence whosoever believes in Christ believes
also Ihat judgment awaits him after death. St. Paul's
more undivided service of mankind. Yet if every
monastic precept bound up unto sin," so that a words, which are quoted above, may be said to indicate
what character this judgment that awaits us all will
brother could not pass over any, in any circumstances,
in
sin,
the monastic have. We shall reap what we sow, he tells us. In
without finding himself involved
discouraging.
life would be too burdensome and
The other words we shall be judged favorably or condemned
as our lives here on
secular life would then be more helpful to salvation, by the divine Judge accordingly
in
with
or in disobedience
spent
conformity
earth
were
for seculars are not bound under all circumstances to
of
His
laws
and
the
laws
of
the
Church
which He
the precepts of the Church, but only to the Commandfounded for our salvation. Our days here upon earth
ments ofGod. Therefore, decides the Angelic Doctor,
sowing season. We have it in our
we can not give to human ordinances in the form of are compared to a
good
to
seeds or bad ones. God stands
power
plant
monastic precepts an authority which we do not give
to
us with the former, and Satan
always
ready
supply
to them in the august form of canons of the Church.
is
ever
to
see
if we wish to plant them,
prepared
that
Both classes of commands often bind suh peccato, but
we
shall
not
lack
the
seeds
of evil. We are free to
neither class does so invariably.
choose
between
these
two
sorts
of seeds, to elect which
Of these six passages which I have cited from Edward
will
our lives; but once we have
plant
during
ones
we
Steitz, one, from St. FYancis, is -000 years older than
the Jesuit Constitutions; four, from St. Dominic, are made our choice and planted the seeds of our choice,
324 years older; one, from St. Thomas Aquinas, is we must expect to reap as we have sown. And not
about 280 years older. All six use the formula obligare only is this true of our lives here and the judgment
sSdpeccatum, ot ad culpam. The Jesuits use also obliga. that awaits us hereafter, but it holds equally good of
timwiii ml peccatum inducer,, but no one attributes to the days that are now ours and the ones that are yet
come before we pass away from earth. Especially
this any different sense. The formula, in all seven to
is
it
true of youth and maturer life. For we begin to
cases, as the connection of each shows, has one and
as we have sown even in this life. Look out into
reap
the same meaning " to bind to anything up to such a
the
around us, and we will have no difficulty in
world
height of obligation as to induce sin if the obligation
the truth of that statement. How plainly
recognizing
is disobeyed."
is
be
it
not
to
seen there that a vicious youth means a
1 may remark, in passing, that St. Thomas docs not
and a pitiable old age, and that
miserable
manhood
reasonings
fortify his
by reference to the Franciscan
virtuous
adolescence
brings in its train happiness, the
Rule, since those exemptions apply only to that one
love of others and their respect and the blessing of
order, lie discusses the matter on universal prin(iod upon maturer years! Of course there are excepciples,
z
tional cases. But the general rule, which such excepThese seven examples conclusively settle the meanonly serve to prove, is that the character of
them,
ing of obligare ad peccatum. Six of
we note, tions
determines that of after age. How careful ought
youth
are taken from the thirteenth century. Yet from the
we
not
to be then, if we be blessed with youth
to
unintelligent slanders of Doctor Littledale and his ac-
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Sunday.
Whereinsoever you resolve to forsake anything for
Christ's sake, bear the trial patiently, and wait for the
end. There must be some irksonieness nay, some
galling edge, some burden in our yoke, or we have
need to look well lest we be carrying a mere mocking
shadow of the Cross. Cardinal Manninc
?

?

Fall Sabbath peace on vale and hill,
And hush the city's clanging street,
Fall Sabbath peace on all, and still
The people's feverish heart-beat
So may our prayers unto the skies
Arise above a reverent land.
So may we thank in seemly wise
The Lord who holds us in His hand.
Monday.
Two tilings we will do if we are wise. First, we will
avoid all that calls forth evil thoughts. The impure
novel, the unchaste picture, the suggestive play, the
tainted song, the evil companion. A second and still
better thing is to keep out bad thoughts by keeping
in good thoughts. Good books and papers, good
pictures, church attendance, good companions, constant prayer, etc., all help to give us thoughts such as
we need not be ashamed of. It is possible to so guard
ourselves that pure thoughts will become the habit of
the mind.
O, Father of Thy love we ask
For strength and grace to bravely bear
The weight of this day's fret and care;
patience in the common task !
Tuesday.
In the system of Christianity, in the story of the
Church, in the hearts of the faithful, in the glory of
heaven, the Virgin Mother forever has her placebeside
her Divine Son, and the name of Mary lives upon the
lips of thosewho call upon the name of Jesus. Mother
and Son?bound together by the tenderest ties that
can unite two human hearts ?who would dare to
separate them 7 And if any have striven so to separate
them, if any have dishonored the Virgin Mother while
pretending to honor her divine Son, let our hearts,
that love them both, protest against the sacrilege, as
an outrage as wellagainst the holiest feelings of human
nature as against the infallible teaching of the Church

:

of God.
Out of myself, dear Lord,
lift me
No more I trust myself in life's dim maze,
Sufficient to myself in all its devious ways.
1 trust no more, but humbly at Thy throne
Pray, " Lead me, for 1 can not go alone."

10, up!

Wednesday.
We should never lose sight of the fact that the
Mother of God is full of motherly pity and tenderness
for us, and that she is willing to help us if we but ask
her.
Hard may be duty's hand ; but 10, it leads
Out into perfect joy, where pain shall cease '.
God sees thy striving, and thy patience heeds ;
And thou shalt find His peace.

Thursday.
How patiently (iod works to teach
How long
complices?for they deserve no other name?we might see that none but the best of seeds be planted by our he waitsfor us to learn the lesson.
suppose that the monastic life began with the Jesuits, bands. Let fools sow their wild oats, as the saying is;
Out of nay selfish self,
in 1540, and that we have no concern to go back ol the sensible young man will have none of that sowing,
O, lift me np !
them to ascertain the meaning of their constitutions.
knows that " what things a man sow those also
To live for others, and in living so
for
he
These citations of Steitz are crushingly conclusive.
To be a blessing wheresoe'er I go,
reap." He has no desire to experience the
I will add one instance, equally conclusive, which I shall he
To give the sunshine anil the clouds conceal,
myself have found. Cardinal Bellarmine, who died disappointment, the bitterness and the misery which
O, let them but the silver clouds reveal.
they must feel who, when harvest time comes, have
171 years before this scandalous distortion of the language of his order had come into anybody's head, is nothing to gather but tares and cockles. Rather will Friday.
asking why St. Peter and the Apostles found the law
Endurance is the test of character. To bear mishe wish to be of those of whom the psalmist says thai
patiently is true courage.
of Moses " a yoke which neither they nor their fathers
fortune
faring forth, they planted with tears, they
were able to bear." He gives two reasons, First, although
Out of my weary self,
the law- has such an excessive multiplicity of pre- came back joyful, bearing the ripe sheaves of their
O, lift me up !
cepts. Secondly, every precept obligat ml peccatum, harvesting with them.
I faint the road winds upward all the way
binds ii]> unto sin." Not a precept of the law
Each night but ends another weary day.
Sept. 4.
flonday,
binds a Hebrew to commit sin, but every one, if
Give me Thy Btrength, and may 1 be so blest
Of the Feria.
neglected, binds him up unto sin, involves him
As on " the heights" I find the longed-for rest.
in sin. Even purely unconscious transgressions of Tuesday, Sept. S.
Saturday.
purely ceremonial precepts were, if not substantially,
St. Lawrence Justinian, Bishop and Confessor.
This day closes for us another week. How have we
yet at least preflguratively,sins, and could only be exused the golden opportunities that each day presented
piated by a trespass-offering. How different, signifies Wednesday, Sept. 6.
to us? Happy arc those whose characters are perfected
St. Peter, from the mild yoke of Christ, Who treats
Of the Feria.
by the process of the suns," who make of the days
nothing as sin, in the forum of conscience, unless it
Thursday, Sept. 7.
and weeks stepping-stones to the higher life.
violates reverence, purity, justice or love, in other
Office of the Blessed Sacrament.
Be useful where thou livest, that men may
words, unless il violates charity
Both want and wish thy pleasing presence still.
The rabble followers of Littledale will go"on lying as Friday, Sept. 8.
good parts, great graces are the way
Kindness,
before, but the weight of facts will at last crush its
Nativity of the Blessed Virgin Mary.
To compass this. Find out men's wants and will
way through all the fabrications of slander.
Saturday, Sept. o.
And meet them there. All worldly joys are less
Chakle.s C. Stakbick.
JLndover, Mass.
Of the Octave.
Than the one joy of doing kindnesses.
?

us.
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ExchOangeurTable.
INTRODUCTION TO A DEVOUT LIFE.
|By St. Francis dc Sales. licn/.iger Brothers, New York ;
32m0., cloth, 767> pp., on fine paper. Price 50 cents 1

Benziger Brothers have conferred a favor on the
laity by reprinting the classical work of the
holy Bishop of (ienoa in this convenient form. It can

Catholic

be carried in the pocket or handbag of the traveling
man without being a burden, or it can rest on the
desk of the man of business or of a profession, and,
without being in the way, be ever at hand to refresh
bis spirit with wholesome, elevating instruction and
exhortation. Would one know something of the purport and method of the book '.'
My dear reader," writes St. Francis, " I pray thee
to read this Preface for our mutual satisfaction."
"Glycera, the nosegay maker, knew so well how to
diversify and arrange her flowers that with the same
flowers she made a great variety of nosegays. The
painter Pansius, in attempting to imitate them, failed
in his design, for he could not diversify his painting
so variously as Glycera did her nosegays. It is in like
manner that the Holy Ghost disposes and orders, with
so much variety, the instructions of devotion which
He gives us by the tongues and pens of His servants,
that although the doctrine be the same, the mode of
treating it differs according to the several methods in
which they are composed. I neither can nor will, nor
indeed ought I to, write anything in this introduction
upon this subject differentfrom that which has been already published by our predecessors. Theflowerswhich
I present thee are the .same but the nosegay which 1
have made of them differs from theirs, being made up
in a different order and method."
One main source of the difference between this and
other ascetics! works, the saintly author goes on to
note, is that other such writings have been intended
entirely for souls in the strictly religious life, whereas
he writes " to instruct such as live in towns, in families, or at court, and who, by their condition, are
obliged to lead, as to the exterior, a common life, who
frequently, under imaginary pretence of impossibility,
will not so much as think of undertaking a devout life,
believing that as no beast dares taste the seed of the
herb Palnia Christi, so no man ought to aspire to the
palm of Christian piety as long as he lives in the bustle of temporal affairs. Now, to such I shall prove
that, as the mother pearlfish lives in the sea without
receiving a drop of salt water, and as towards the Chelidonian islands springs of fresh water may be found
in the midst of the sea, and as the Are-fly passes
through the Haines without burning its wings, so a vigorous and resolute soul may live in the world without
being infected by any of its humors, may discover
sweet springs of piety amid its salt waters, and fly
among the flames of earthly concupiscences without
burning the wings of the holy desires of a devout life.
This, it is true, is a difficult task, and therefore I wish
that many would endeavor to accomplish it with more
ardor than has hitherto been done ; and I, weak as I
am, shall endeavor by this treatise to contribute some
little assistance to such as, with a generous heart,
shall undertake so worthy an enterprise."
St. Francis then tells how the work came to be published. It was written at first for the edification of
one soul ; but the advice of a devout religious man
induced the saint to revise the first draft of the manuscript, adding the counsels and instructions that
would make it of general usefulness and interest. The
plan followed is thus outlined
" I address my discourse to Philothea because, desiring to reduce what I at first had written for one only to
the common advantage of many souls, I make use of a
name applicable to all such as aspire to devotion:for the
Greek word Philothea signifies a soul loving, or in love
with, (iod. Regarding, then, throughout this work a
soul which, by the desire of devotion, aspires to the
love of God, I have divided it into five parts. In the
first I endeavor by remonstrances and exercises to
convert the simple desire of Philothea into an absolute resolution, which she at last makes, by a firm
protestation, after her general confession, followed by
the most Holy Communion, in which giving herself up
to her Saviour, she happily enters into His holy love.
In the second part, to lead her farther on, 1 show her
the two great means by which she may unite herself
more and more to His divine majesty, viz., the use of
the sacraments, by which our good (iod comes to us,
and holy prayer, by which we are attracted to Him.
In the third, I show her how she ought to exercise
herself in the virtues most proper for her advancement, not stopping except at some particular advice,
which she could hardly have received elsewhere or discovered herself. In the fourth part I expose to
her view some of the snares of her enemies, showing
her how she may escape them and proceed forward in
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her laudable undertaking. In the fifth and last place, passionately in love with her, He will give her to me
1 make her retire a little to refresh herself, recover in an eternal marriage. The fair and chaste Rebecca,
breath, and repair her strength, that she may after- watering Isaac's camels, was destined to be his wife,
wards more happily gain ground and advance in a ami received on bis part, golden ear-rings and bracedevout life."
lets. Thus do I flatter myself, through the infinite
It may be something of a surprise to the reader of goodness of God, that while 1 conduct His dear sheep
the book at the present time to learn that St. Francis to the wholesome waters of devotion, He will make
saw the probability of objection to it in his day, on the my soul His spouse, putting in my ears the golden
ground that such instruction, coming from a bishop, words of His holy love; and on my arms strength to
might hardly seem compatible with the fulfilment of practice good works, in which consists the essence of
his other official duties:?
true devotion; which I humbly beseech His Divine
Majesty to grant me and all the children of His
"In this capricious age," he says, " I foresee thatmany will say that it belongs only to members of relig- Church, to which I forever submit my writings, my
ious communities to give particulardirectionsconcern- actions, my words, my thoughts and inclinations."
If the prologue of the Saint to bis book has intering piety, sipce they have more leisure than a bishop
ested
and helped you, reader, remember that it is but
can have who is charged with a diocese so heavy as
mine is ; that such an undertaking too much distracts a foretaste of the good things that make up the substance of the work. By all means procure a copy of
the understanding, which should be employed in affairs of importance. But I tell thee, dear reader, with it, and become the better Catholic by assimilating its
the great St. Denys, that it belongs principally to contents.
bishops to conduct souls to perfection, since their
" Modern Interpretations."
order is supreme among men as that of the seraphim
From the Pilgrim Press, Chicago, we have Modern
angels;
is among the
so that their leisure can not be
Interpretations of the Gospel Life" by Rev. Adolf
better employed. The ancient Bishops and Fathers Augustus
Berle, the well known Congregational mingranted,
of the Church, it must be
were at least as
ister of Brighton, Mass. Mr. Berle is an original
careful of their charge as we are; yet they declined
thinker, and he does not lack Ihe ability to clothe his
not to superintend the particular conduct of several
thoughts in vigorous and graceful English. These
souls who had recourse to their assistance, as we see
interpretations of gospel life he divides into four
by their epistles, in which instance they imitated the groups, which he classifies as
New Testament biogapostles, who amid the general harvest of the world raphies,
social and political, educational and literary,
picked up certain remarkable ears of corn with a speand romantic lectures. The Protestantism of the
cial and particular affection. Who is ignorant that
author is more marked in the first group of lectures,
Timothy, Titus, Philemon, Onesimus, St. Thecla and the New Testament biographies. The social and
Appia were the disciples of the great St. Paul, as St. political essays or
lectures treat of"The Losses of
Mark and St. Petronella, I Bay, who as Baronius and
Civilization,"" Industry and Morality," " The Wealth
Gallonius learnedly prove, was not St. Peter's carnal, of Man," "The Battle Against Greed," "The Manybut only his spiritual, daughter.' And does not St.
headed Multitude," and"The Daily Dust of Life,"
John write one of his canonical epistles to the devout
the author's ideas uponwhich subjects are well known
Lady Electa?
to the public, because of his frequent addresses
"It is painful, I confess, to direct souls in particular, thereupon. The educational lectures seem to us the
but it is a pain that gives a comfort like that which is best, and there are not a few sound Catholic ideas in
felt by the laborers in the harvest and vintage, who are
the ones-dealing with "Education and Life," and
never better pleased than when they have most lo do,
Teachers and Morals."
and when their burdens are the heaviest. It is a labor
which refreshes and revives the heart by the sweet deAn interesting work recently issued by the Imprimlight it excites in those who are engaged in it, as the erie RationaleofParis is "LaTiare Pontiflcaledu VIII.
cinnamon refreshes those who carry it through Arabia an XVI. Siecle " (The" Pontifical Tiara from Ihe Bth to
Felix. It is said that when the tigress finds one of the Kith Century), the author of which is M. Miintz,
her whelps, which the huntsman leaves in the way to who originally contributed this work as a monograph
amuse her while he carries off the rest, of her litter, she to the Memoires dc L'Academie dcs Inscriptions et
loads herself with it and yet feels not herself encum- Belles-Lettres. According to M. Miintz Ihe pontifical
bered, but, on the contrary, is more active in the tiara has no relation whatever to the mitre which, as
course which she takes to secure it in her den
nat- Bishop of Rome, the Pope is entitled to wear. Il is
ural love diminishing the weight of her burden. How symbolical, not of spiritual, but of temporal authority;
much more willingly, then, will a fatherly heart take and its form was determined by the tiaras or sugarcharge of a soul in which he has found a desire of holy loaf caps worn in early ages by many oriental rulers.
perfection, carrying it in his bosom as a motherdoes M. Miintz claims that no documentary references to or
her little child, without being wearied by so precious representationsof the pontifical tiara exist before the
a burden. But this must be indeed a fatherly heart ;
tenth century ; and hence be can see no foundation
and therefore the apostles and the apostolic men call for the theory which identifies the tiara with the diatheir disciples not only their children, but, still more dem of the dotation of Charlemagne. From the begintenderly, their little children."
ning of the tenth century frequent mention of the
A few words from the concluding passages of the pontifical tiara and its imposition?which took place
Pi el'ace evidence the simple, thoroughly honest humon the day of the coronation of the Pope, bis Holiness
bleness of this great servant of God ; a characteristic receiving the tiara upon the steps of St. Peter's, at the
that can not but attract earnest souls to profit by his moment of mounting his horse to proceed to the
writings and to imitate his virtues.
Lateran. At first the tiara was made of damask or
It is true, dear reader, that I here write of a desome similar material, with a gemmed band running
vout life without being myself devout, yet certainly around the lower edge; and it was not until late in the
not without a desire of becoming so; and it is this thirteenth century that metal was used for its conaffection towards the devotion which encourages me struction. An inventory of the papal possessions
to instruct thee. For, as a great and learned man has made in the time of Boniface VIII., in 1295, describes
said 'To study is a good way to learn to hear is still the tiara thus "regnum sive coronain qua sunt xlviii
a better; but to teach is the best of all.'
It often balassi.
In summit-ate auteni habet unnin rubihappens,' said St. Augustine, writing to his devoted num grossum in inferiori autein parte habet untim
Florentia, that the office of distributing gives us the circtilum cum esmaltis." The labels were also decomerit of receiving, and that the office of teaching rated with enamels. The tiara as it appeared in the
serves as a foundation for learning.'
thirteenth century shows in the kneeling figure of
Alexander caused a picture of his fair Campaspe to Nicholas IV. (1288-92) in the basilical church of St.
be drawn by the hand of the celebrated Apelles. As John Lateran, and on the effigy of Boniface VIII.
the painter was obliged to look upon her for a consid- (1294-1303) in the Vatican. Shortly before his death?
erable time together, as fast as he drew her features in but according to some authorities as early as 1294?
Boniface VIII. added a second circlet to the tiara by
his picture the love of them became insensibly imprinted in his heart. The circumstance came to the way of increased enrichment. The third circlet was
knowledge of Alexander, and, taking pity on added not much later, for the inventory of 1315-16 dApelles, he gave her to him in marriage, de- escribes two tiaras: one as "corona,quae dicitur regnum
priving himself, for his sake, of the woman whom sive tiara, cum fcribus circulis aureis et lapidibus prehe loved most in the world; in which action, says tiosis," the other as "unam coronam, quae vocatur
Pliny, he showed the greatness of his mind as much as regnum, cum tribus circulis aureis et nmltis lapidibus
pretiosis et perils." The second one was apparently
he could have done for the most signal victory.
1 am of the opinion, beloved reader, that it is that formerly worn by Nicholas IV. and Boniface VIII.,
the will of (iod that I, being a bishop, should paint for the entry continues, "Deficit rubinus pretiosissiupon the hearts of His people not only common nius gui consucvit esse in stimiiiitate," and this is revirtues, but also His most dearand well-beloved devo- corded to have been lost at the coronation of Clement
tion. And 1 willingly undertake the office, as well in Y. at Lyons in 1305. After the appearance of the triple
obedience to Him, and t" discharge my duty, as with circlet the jewelled band is no longer found. Tin* adthe hope, that, by engraving her in the minds of dition of the third circlet was probably marie during
others, my own may become enamored with her the rule of Clement Y. (1805-14) at Avignon. The
beauty. Now, if ever this Divine Majesty shall see me mention of the threecircletsin the inventory of 1315*16

"

"

?

"

:

;

'
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'

"
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proves that the usual ascription of the third circlet to
Urban Y. (1362-70) can no longer be upheld. Moreover, the tiara i> described as having three circlets in
the inventories made on the deaths of Clement Y. in
1314 and John XXII. in 1334, and from that time is
regularly so depicted. Its shape alone underwent
modification, and, of course, the fashion of the circlets
varied from time to time. These changes and modifications are clearly described by M. Miintz, and illustrated by a series of examplesfrom pictures and monuments.
The myth of a pie-Reformation independent Anglichurch, will have less and less hold on the educated Knglish mind as such books as Maitland's
Roman Canon Law in the Church of Fmgland " are
read. Mr. Maitland is a Cambridge professor, says the
"Canadian Messenger" for September. We reproducea
few lines from a criticism of the work which appeared in
"Literature," a publication of the London Times Company and the Harper Bros. At such hands we need
not expect any special pleading of the Roman view.
" If Professor Maitland is right, the supposed independence of the Fmglish National church before the
Reformation is no better than a post-Reformation
legend. At present we do not see where or how his
argument can be proved wrong. The point is whether
Knglish ecclesiastical authority within the sphere left
free to it, and apart from controversies with secular
powers, everclaimed an inherent jurisdiction to refuse
obedience lo the legislative or judicial authority of the
Pope. What Professor Maitlaud finds is that no such
discretion is even hinted at by English canonists;
that no king ever asserted it against a Pope, or attempted to get it exercised by the Knglish bishops
(although this would have been an obvious way out of
many difficulties); that there is no trace of its exercise
in fail ; in short, that nobody ever heard of it before
the days of Anglican apologetic literature. The Pope's
constitutions are treated without hesitation by
canonists in England as they are treated in Germany
or in Italy; that is, as binding law
the law of the
Church Universal.
Nay, more the Pope has
a direct ami immediate jurisdiction everywhere as
' Universal (Irdinary.' "
can

"

..
.

?

;

In its notice of Colonel Higginson's "Old Cambridge" the latest issue of the London Athenseum says:
One mistake in this book is of that puzzling kind
met with occasionally in the writings of well educated
Americans. Mr. Iligginson declares that the Rev.
Doctor Hedge, one of the Trancendentalists, was
fitted for college at eleven, and had read at least half
of the whole body of Latin literature before that time.'
When Mr. Iligginson wrote this had he any idea of
the extent of Ihe Latin literature that has come down
to us?"

"

'

MAGAZINES.
Our thanks ate due to the Massachusetts Bureau of
Statistics of Labor for the July bulletin, which gives
interesting information regarding certain tenement
conditions in Boston, and contains the quarterly review- of employment and earnings for the threemonths
ending July, 1899.
Despite the fact that the reading world seems
flooded with magazines, a new monthly periodical,
" Everybody's Magazine,'' has been launched by the
North American Co., New York. The contents of the
first number are varied enough to please the most exacting reader of light literature.

The latestissue of the "GeorgetownCollege Journal"
contains a fine portrait and an appreciative sketch of
the lamented Hon. Thomas JenkinsSemmes, a Georgetown graduate, whose sterling Catholicism was described in the Review at the time of his death a fewweeks ago. The rest of this number islargelv given over

to an account of this year's commencement exercises.

the place of honor. G. S. Street who also does the
department From a London Attic," has an amusing
story "The Distressed Innocents." A. H. Malan contributes an article, illustrated with pictures from

"
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Walworth continues his " Reminiscences of a Catholic
Crisis in England Fifty Years Ago," and in " The
Association of St. Camillus " Rev. Joseph I. Maguire
tells of the good work done among the sick poor of
Baltimore by an association formed a few years ago at
St. Mary's Seminary, Baltimore, and of which Cardinal
Gibbons,Bishop Donahue,and the Fathers of St. Mary's
Seminary, St. Charles' College and about fifty priests,
graduates of St. Mary's, are honorary members. There
are poems by John Jerome Rooney, D. J. McMackin,
Virginia Osborne Reed and Rob Lear. The book reviews
are good, if few, and in the " Talks About New Books,"
the late Rev. Doctor Rivington's " The Roman
Primacy," gets tirst mention.

special photographs, descriptive of Alnwick Castle.
While the Lamp Holds Out To Burn " is a characteristic short story of English army folk in Egypt, by
Gilbert Parker. George Somes Layard tells of some of
Hogarth's suppressed plates. "A Worthy Highwayman " by Charles Kennett Burrow has a flavor of
olden times that improves an otherwise good story.
The condition of Russia and the opportunitiesfor the
growth of that country which the new Siberian railway will afford are briefly sketched in an article
"Russia After the Completion of the Siberian Railway "by Arminius Vambery.
" Links in the Chain Apropos of the event which the Portuguese-Ameriof Time" shows us how a chain of nine generations cans celebrated so
creditably here in Boston on Tuesmay put us in touch with the battle of Hastings. day of this
week, the following information regarding
"Underneath" is one of H. G. Wells' characteristic the works which have
recently been written about Da
stories; William Archer writes of"America Today: (iama, taken from the "Athena-urn," is not without its
The Republic ami the Empire," and reaches the coninterest and timeliness The literature published in
clusion that as far as Kngland is concerned, the conconnection with the fourth centenary of the discovery
ciliation of America will never be complete until the of India by Vasco da (iama can not compare, either in
Knglish have conciliated Ireland. In " Silhouettesin bulk or intrinsic value, with the portly
tomes of the
Parliament" Lord Charles Beresford, Sir Charles Dilke, 'Raccolta Colonibiana' born of the enthusiasm aroused
Mr. William Allan, Sir Henry Stanley, Mr. Lecky, Adwhen it was a question of celebrating the far more immiral Field, and Mr. Galloway Weir are presented. portant discoveryof America. We
learn with pleasure
The postage stamps of various countries are shown in that a magnum opus on Vasco da Gama is
being got
"Pictorial Philately" by ICrnest C. FTncham, and W. ready for publication by the Lisbon Geographical
K. H. writes on " Shakespeare in FYance." Besides a society, and meanwhile content
ourselves with
very good poem which is well illustrated, E. Nesbit drawing attention to
a few recent "commemorative"
contributes another of his well-written children's publications. To Senhor
Francisco Maria Esteves
stories which will interest children of a larger growth Pereira we are indebted for a
reprint of Castonas well.
The Robber and the Burglar "is its title.
hoso's leitos dc D. diristovam da Gama, capitally edited
and furnished with copious notes of substantial
From the Omaha "Daily Bee " we learn that in the value, most welcome to the historical
critic. Senhor
ail department of the Greater American Inhibition Teixera dc Aragao has issued a third edition of his
which is being held in its city there is one room called Vasco da Gama, which contains a
great deal of new"The Christ Room," which takes its namefrom a large matter. Among other things he provesby documentary
statue of Christ by Samuel J. Kitson. This occupies evidence that Caspar Correa was mistaken when he
an alcove at the end of the room, and is seen through charged the mild and inoffensive
Paula da (iama with
an arched opening in green draperies arranged most having killed a magistrate. It was the fiery Vasco
artistically. Palms and other greenery are also arwho was the offender. The judge, fortunately, was
ranged about the statue, which is a beautiful one, only wounded, and the king
pardoned his impetuous
standing, as it does with bands outstretched, as if in vassal on condition of his paying a
thousand reals to
invitation. In keeping with the main attraction, are the poor. A bulkier volume by
Senhor Sousa Viterbo
many pictures on the wall, all of a more or less religdeals with 'Irabalhns Xauticns dos Portuguezes nos flrfttfru
ious nature. A painting by Murillo, one by Marie XVIe 2'V11.. and makes known to us quite a mass of
Brooks called " The Introduction of Christianity into documents bearing upon the lives of mariners and
Europe," the "Sistine Madonna," by Raphael, and others whose achievements contributed so largely to
several others, make up the collection. Two pictures the glory of Portugal. The author explains the
evident
in the room are exceptionally striking. One of these shortcomings of his work as being due to the haste
is "The Betrayer," by Y. Hutchens. This picture repwith which he had to collect and arrange his notes.
resents Judasin the act of betrayal, and lights of lan- This is much to be regretted.
Students who consult
terns shining in the deep darkness, make apeculiarlv his work will miss many names which they have a
effective picture.
right to look for, and whilst the information on men
coming
Apropos of the
international yacht race the of real importance is unduly curtailed, much space is
September "Cosmopolitan " has an article by John R. taken up with references to men of no consequence.
Spears on " The 'America's' Cup," with pictures of the
several yachts that, from year to year, have figured in
THE SUMMER SCHOOL.
contests for that trophy. Otherarticles are "The ArtGallery of the (ireat Lakes." by Charles Warren StodThe final words of the official closing of the Catholic
dard, illustrated by W. W. Denslow ; "Inner OrganizaSummer School were spoken by the president, Rev.
tion of the French Spy System," by I. Saint-Just; "The M. J. Lavelle, on Friday evening
of last week. He
Roof-Gardens of New York," by Vance Thompson ; said that the session just closing was one that
had
"The Delightful Art of Cooking," by Anna Leach; "The been filled with memorableand pleasurable
incidents.
Study of Fiction," by Blander Matthews; "The Art Alluding to the spirit of loyalty
and good-fellowship
of Buying Food for a Family," by Mary Graham, and that had pervaded
the Assembly, and to the interest
"Romance and Tragedy of Kentucky Feuds," by J. taken in the lectures, he thanked one and all
for the
Stoddard Johnston. John K. Wilkie, chief of the success of the eighth session of
the School andsaid that
United States secret service, has a short story "An Un- as the entire success of
the institution depended not
conscious Crime " and there are two other good bits upon the efforts of one or two but upon
the efforts of
of fiction in "LoveLaughs at Blacksmiths," by O'Neill all,
he hoped to see the interest increase as the years
Latham, which is illustrated by the author, and "Elwent by. Many things, he said, could be donefor the
ton Slade's Auction Habit," by Annie Hamilton Donbettering of the School as it went along ; and as
nell. John Brisben Walker's "The Building of an Em- all were interested in the best and most approved
pire " is concluded in this number of the magazine. In methods, any suggestions or ideas, which any person
the editorial department "Men, Women and Events," would make would receive earnest consideration. The
the late Robert G. Ingersoll and Robert Bonner are institution was young and had a lot to learn, and as
noticed at some length. Maurice B. Kirby anil Char- the success of everything depended upon the method
lotte Perkins Stetson are represented by poems.
used any true friend and patron of the School would
certainly seek for the best in endeavor and enterprise.
Rev. Walter Elliott, C. S. P., holds the place of
There were to be more new buildings erected next
honor in the Catholic World of this month
an

"

:

"

:

The current "Ladies' Home Journal" has an instructive paper on"The Young Man and the Professions "
i>y Barton Cheyney ; a readable sketch of"The KastSide Girl of New York,'' by Charles T. Brodhead, and
with
"
"
Patti Kyle Collins describes in another interesting article, " Why Six Million Letters Go Astray Every illustrated articleon "Saint Vincent dc Paul." Other
Year." Other instructive and entertaining papers are illustrated articles are "On the Lagoon," by K.
"Bringing in the Sheaves," descriptive of harvesting McAuliffe, who gives us descriptions of some of the
beauties of Venice, "The Mission of San Luis Rev,"
in the West, by John Northern Hilliard ; The Con"
fessionsofa Worrier," by Mary Boardman Page; and one of the old Franciscan establishments of California,
"What it Means to be a Teacher by Caroline B. Le by Clara Spalding Brown, and " The Religious Paintings of Tintoretto," by Mary F.Nixon.
Mrs. HenriRow. The fiction this month appears uncensiirable ;
Skinner contributes a Spanish-American
Dana
etta
some
Ihe
of
illustrations are excellent, notably
and
Honeymoon "; Rev. M. P. Smith,
those of the Wayside Inn at Sudbury and the social story, " Don Jaime's
writes
on "Christ the Need of the InP.,
0.
8.
trolley
side of the
cai\_
dividual"; Rev. Doctor Brann reviews Ingersoll's
The " Pall Mall Magazine,'' has for a frontispiece in career and declares that the notorious infidel had a
its September issue a photogravure of Lady Hamilton tenth-rate intellect and that nothing he wrote or said
after the picture by Romney. "One Day,"a poem by will {survive a decade. "A Study in Identity," by
Klla Wheeler Wilcox, illustrated by Herbert Cole has James N. White, Jr., is a Virginian love story. Father

year as several had been erected this year. And Father
Lavelle hoped that those who had attended the School
this year would all meet there again in 1900, to continue in the work begun and mingle in the good fellowship formed.

The treaty which this country has concluded with
the Sultan of Sulu, and by virtue of which the United
States stands pledged not to interferewith the polygamous practices of that Mohammedan ruler and
his subjects.is proclaimed "a great diplomatic victory." Doubtless it is in one sense but what is it viewed from the
standpoint of the preachers who declare that God delivered the Philippines into our hands in order that
we might introduce Christianity and civilization into

;

the islands?
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subscription, with two dollars for the d
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free.
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UNCLE JACK TALKS WITH

THE BOYS AND GIRLS.

Mr. Grasshopper.
If anyof you children wereasked what
your legs were for you would probably
answer "To walk with!" And certainly
that would seem to be true. Yet it is also
true that every one's legs are not to
walk with, since many birds who have
legs do not walk at all, but get along by
bopping or flying. Ami some insects
have legs so remarkably long that these
legs are only suitable for hopping, and

for walking are perfectly useless, and
in fact are only in the way.
But the bops that Mr. Grasshopper

(for thai is his well-known family name)
can take are something wonderful, and
if any boy among you should be able to

buttercups, daisies, lady's-slippers, Mayflowers, lilacs, roses and golden-rod. My

mamma takes the Sacked Heart Review.
I like it very much.
As my letter is getting long I will close,
hoping to see it in print.

Your loving niece,
Annie L. Cody.
Uncle Jack hopes Annie will write
him a vacation letter soon. What games
has she been playing during the holidays'.' Does she go berrying or fishing
or on any little excursions? Uncle Jack
hopes she is trying to get acquainted
with the trees and birds. Another good
thing for a little girl to do when she has
lots of time during vacation, is to learn
some good poetry by heart. To knowbeautiful verses is always a help to
beautiful thoughts and deeds. To be
able to recite pieces prettily is an accomplishment worth while, too. A girl who
can do it can always contribute her
share towards the entertainment of her
friends. Annie wants to help her
brother James in his work for the League
of Defenders, doesn't she? Girls can
help just as well as boys if they want to
do so. They can watch their own
tongues and not let them slip'into bad
words of any kind ; they can say the
League prayer, and they can try to induce other children to becomeDefenders.
Sunderland, Mass., July 30, 1899.
Dcur Uncle Jack:
This is my first letter. I have one
brother and one sister. My sister's name
is Katharine and my brother's name is
Thomas. Father O'Grady is our pastor.
We go to St. James' Church in South Deerfield. Thomas is preparing for his first
Communion. Sunderland is a quiet pretty
place. There is a mountain called Mount
Foley, and Mount Sugarloaf of South Deerfield I can see from where I live. My
grandma has a great many hens and
chickens. We have two pigs, a horse and
two cows whose names are Beauty anil
Polly, and a rabbit named Sport. We have,
three cats which are Thomas', Kathcrine's
and mine. Their names are Jerry, Backhand Spotty. Hoping to find my letter in
print next time. Age eight years.
Your loving niece,
Cecilia Aones Aheakn.
Cecilia's first letter is very good. Uncle
Jack will be pleased if she will write a
second one soon. Perhaps she will be
good enough to tell him about her vacation next time. Thomas and Katherine
must write too. Uncle Jack wants to
know about the games they play and
the counting-out rhymes they use. What
do they say when they want to know
?

do the like he would soon make a fortune as theinost extraordinary leaper in
the world. The grasshopper is well
known to the country children, and
some members of his family seem to find
life endurable in our city back yards.
The grasshoppers do not seem to have
any particular spot for a home, but are
rovers going about from place to place
wherever the food or the air pleases
them.
When Mamma Grasshopper
wishes to start her nursery she drives
little holes in the ground, and in each
she deposits a dozen or more eggs. So,
you see, she follows the old proverb
which tells us not to put all our eggs in
one basket, lest we lose them all in one
accident. She puts her eggs in numerous
holes in different places, covering the
spot with earth and leaving them to
hatch out by themselves. No matter
who may damage one of her nurseries,
at least she is sure that some of her
babies will come to life by and by.
When the young ones do come out
they are very tiny, but they grow very- who is "it"?
fast, change their skins very often and
Watertowu, Mass., July 39, 1890.
soon get to be as big as their parents, Dear Uncle Jack :
with the same grand, long legs and
This is my first letter to you. I have
capacity for hopping wherever they only seen a few letters from Watertowu. I

know by sight. The birch, alder, poplar,
beech, rock maple, white maple, silver
maple, fir, cedar, dm, pine, hemlock, ash,
balsam of Gilead,butternut,tamarack ,leverwood, and basswood are among the trees I
know by their bark and leaves. The names
of the early spring flowers that I know are,
the Mayflower, marsli-marigold, the blue,
the white and the yellow violet, dandelion,
and buttercup. A little later in the season
come the white and the ox-eyed daisy,
yarrow, Jack-in-the-pulpit, wake-robin,
blue-bell, golden rod, and valerian. There
are many other wild flowers in the neigborhood, but I do not know them by their
names. The birds I know arc the oriole,
partridge, crow, snipe, ground sparrow,
king-bird, cuckoo, martin, blue-jay, bobolink, night hawk, hen hawk, crane, stork,
swallow, canary, chickadee, wood-pecker,
snow bird, yellow hammer, sandbird, humming bird, and robin.
My papa has nine calves and my brother
takes care of them. We have a pet lamb
this summer. Dick is his name. I have
taught my dog only one trick, that is to
speak for food. I was confirmed at Stanstead Plain on May 7, byBishop La Rocque
of Sherbrooke, P. Q. About one hundred
others were confirmed thesame day. When
I write to you again I will tell you about
the wild animals I know by sight.
I am, dear Uncle Jack,
Your nephew,
Charles!). McGookin.
Charles seems to be a very good observer of the out-doors world, lias he
read any good books about birds and
trees which he would like to recommend
to the other young observers ? Does
be know F. Schuyler Mathews' "Familiar Trees and Their Leaves"? Uncle
Jack has found it one of the best books
to help one get acquainted with trees.
Probably Charles would like JohnBurroiighs's books. Uncle Jack will be glad
to hear about the books Charles has
read during the last year.
South Boston, Mass., July 11, 1899.
Dear Uncle Jack:
I received the badge and Manual and I
think them very pretty. I would like to
be enrolled among the. Defenders of the
Holy Name. I have written the League
?

promise.
The hooks 1 have read are "Andersen's
Fairy Tales," " Grimm's Fairy Tales,"
" The Fairy Book," Longfellow's poems,
Girl " and " The Errand
" An Oldfashioned
Boy." I think my letter is long enough,
so 1 will close.
Your loving niece,
Margaret

and the sun. She would get tired, indeed, if she waited on a nest for her
family to be hatched out; for she lays
her eggs when the summer is about over
ami she is just ready to die, while the
little grasshoppers :must wait for next
summer's sun to hatch them out. Then
they will, in their turn, live out their
one summer's life, and in their turn
leave an underground nursery full of
eggs to supply our next summer's crop
of grasshoppers.
Bennington, N. H., July _'."), 1899.
Dear Uncle Jack :
This is my first letter to you. I have not
seen any letters from Bennington. I am
nine years old. I have two brothers, one
older, one younger than I. I go to St.
Patrick's Church. Our pastor is Father
Fitzgerald. I go to a district school. My
teacher's name is Miss Simonds. My
studies arc reading, writing, geography,
grammar, arithmetic, history and physiology.
The games we play are hide-and-seek,
step tag and many others. My pets are a
cat and a dog; his name is Nero.
Among the flowers I like are violets,
?

Foley.

Margaret might have made her letter
much longer without having it 100 long.
She has certainly left herself a great deal
to say in future letters. There are a'l
the interesting historic places about her
town to describe and all the pretty little
excursions she has taken by street car
or boat. And there are the pets she and
her neighbors are fondest of and the
go to the church of the Sacred Heart, Mt. hero or heroine whom sheadmires most.
Auburn. Our pastor is the Rev. Father
Uncle Jack has sent her a membership
Coughlin. We are going to have a lawn
He hopes Margaret will explain
party for the benefit of our church the 12th card.
about
League to all her little friends
the
to
I
the
school.
go
Coolidge
August.
of
My studies are grammar, history, spelling, and try to get them to becomeDefenders
reading, arithmetic, geography ami singtoo. Margaret is getting old enough
ing. My teacher's name is Miss Howard. now to read some of the true stories
I have one sister and two brothers. My about great and heroic people. Uncle
two brothers like horses and pigeons.
Jack is sure she will like Elbridge S.
Hopingtoseemy letter in print, I remain, Brook's "Century Book for Young
Your loving niece,
Americans." As a little Catholic girl
Catherine Morley.
she will watit to read Miss Sadlier's
If Catherine and her sister and her "Women of Catholicity" and
Bessie
two brothers w ill get two other children Belloc's Historic Nuns."
to become Defenders they can form a
Hyde Park, Vt., July 9, 1899.
Chapter of Defenders of the Holy Name.
Catherine wants to help to do away with Dear Uncle Jack:?
This is my first letter to you. I live in
the wicked habit of swearing, doesn't
Hyde Park. It is situated on the Lamoille
Even
a
can
in
very
girl
help
she?
little
river. I am ten years old. I go to the
this very big work if she will try. Uncle public school. My studies are spelling,
Jack will be glad to have Catherine write
geography, arithmetic, grammar, reading,
again. He is sure the Future Men and writing and music. I go to St. Teresa's
Women want to hear what sort of a town Church ami our pastor is the Rev. Father
Watertowu is, what games the children Baud. He is liked by every one. Xxplay, what sort of trees and dowers grow Governor I'ach lives here In Hyde Park,
there and a lot of other interesting and he is the largest bide dealer in the
world. We live on a large farm ami the
things which will occur to Catherine.
Lamoille river runs through it. We live
one-fourth of a mile from the village.
Stanstead, P. Q July 4, 1899.
Hoping to see my letter in print, I remain,
Dear Uncle Jack:
Your loving niece,
to
my
you.
This is
second letter
This
JtIAKV Jluobr.
time I will tell you the names of the forest
Mary must write soon again. Uncle
trees and wild llowers and birds that I
?

please.
I hope it does not seem unmotherly
to you that Mrs. Grasshopper should
leave the hatching of her eggs to chance

E.

"

,
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before every man who is
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the policies issued by
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will convince yon of their
unvarying liberality, their
moderate cost, their satisfactory returns and their
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Jack knows there are ever so many interesting things about the farm she can
tell him. He would like to know about
the games she plays ami the pets she
has. Has she brothers and sisters? If
she has, perhaps she and they can form
a Chapter of Defenders of the Holy
Name,
lias she a little garden of her
own? How many birds and trees does
she know by sight and name?
Norwood, Mass., July 17, 1899.
Dear Uncle Jack:
This makes my third lotter to you. I
have been trying to start a Chapter of the
L. D. If. N. I have seven Defenders of the
Holy Name besides myself. They all
wrote the, league promise, and signed their
names to it. Please send membership
cards.
?

\ our loving niece,

Maroaret Cubran.
Uncle Jack is very glad to hear (bat
Margaret is working hard to spread the
good influence of the League of the
Defenders. He has sent a membership
card for each of the new Defenders. Will
Margaret please write again and tell
Uncle .lack and the other Defenders
more about the Chapter? What name
have the members selected for their
Chapter? The Adelaide Proctor Chapter, Fabiola Chapter, or Mother Seton
Chapter are good names for a girls'
Chapter. Of course Margaret knows
that Uncle Jack would like to have a
picture of her Chapter.
Uncle Jack.

A COMPLETE

Catholic Prayer Book
-AND-

A Handsome Pearl Rosary
For 50 Cents.

On receipt of this amount we will send you
by mail both of the above articles. Address

FLYNN & MAHONY,

16-18-20Near
Essex
Street, BOSTON.
Washington
street.

The largest Catholic Bookstore in New
England.

CHAS. STRATTON & SON,
Dealers in

BOOTS, SHOES and RUBBERS
77 Leverett St., Boston.

Lowest Prices for Solid Goods
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to give him redoubled blows with

ARCHDIOCESE OF BOSTON.

Offlce: 75 Union Park Street, Boston, Mass.

Diocesan Director: Rev. Joseph Y. Tracy, D. D.

OBJECT OF THE ASSOCIATION.

the evangelizing of non-Catholic peopies by the prayers and contributions of the faithful.
To

promote

y/\,ti,?./,,i0
?s-sssj.nssT.r.OT-rT.
CONDITIONS
OF MEMBERSHIP.

To recite for the above intention, formed once
for all, the Our Father and Hail Mary of the moming or evening prayers, adding the following invocation St. Francis Xavier, pray/or us. 2. To give,
in alms for the missions, at least five cents monthly
or sixty cents a year. This offering is to be made
through the regular organization of the Association.
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on the day of social commemoration of the deceased
members of the committee, or the Band to which he
belongs ; 12. On the day of one's admittance to the
Association; 13. At the hour of death, by invoking, at
least in the heart, the sacred name of Jesus 14. The
favor of the Privileged Altar for every Mass said in
the name of an Associate for a deceased member,
Children who are members of the Association, but
have not made their First Communion, may gain the
above Indulgences by performing some pious work
appointed by their confessor.
11. Partial Indulgences. 1. Seven years and seven 1
quarantines every time an Associate performs, in aid i
of the Society, any work of devotion or charity
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ANNALS.

'

Letter, from the missionaries

of the Association
are collected and publishedevery other month in the
Annals, a copy of which is sent gratuitously to every
collector of ten contnbutions or Promoter, and he, or
?he, is expected to pass it around to the other members in succession, after which it becomes his or her
property.

SPECIAL FEASTS

'.elected

The Association ha.
as times of special
and thanksgiving: 1. The feast of the Finding of the Holy Cross, May the 3rd, the anniversary
Of its foundation, in 1811; 2. The feast of St. Francis
Xavier, December the 3rd, patron of the Association,
OnthMt two days the Association has a Mass celebrated in every parish in which the work is regularly

prayer

l

Ear.

Archbishop.
EXTRAORDINARY ASSOCIATES.

~

Those who contribute $6.00 a year, thereby acquiring the right to receive for their own exclusive use
a copy of the Annals. 2. All who contribute a sum
of mouey not less than $40.00 for the purpose of establishing a permanent fund, thus becoming members
n perpetuity. These may enjoy the above spiritual
favors and indulgencesperpetually, provided thai tl.ty
observe the other conditions prescribed to the As-
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the Association. Ihere is certainly a
'"'on for us in the zeal which actuate. Pr-testant I
denominations to contnbute more than ten million
dollars a year for the propagation of their beliefs.
organized
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'"«dom *come; yet to the
extent of how many dollars
1, Several thousand Masses are offered up every
and cents yearly do we aid the coming of that kingyear by the missionaries, for the intention of the liv- dom among heathen peoples? Our missioners, heroic
Ing and the deceased member, of the Association. 2. men, constantly tell of the marvelous results they
Summary of the Indulgences which may be eained by could effect, had they the means; from whom must
all the Associates. I. Plenary Indulgences. 1. On these means come ?In due proportion from us ;in
the feast of the Finding of the Holy Cross, May 3; that proportion there rests upon us through the prov*. On the feast of St. Francis Xavier, Dec. 3; 1. On
idence of Almighty God, responsibility for the Church's
the feast of the Annunciation of the Blessed Virgin, more or less complete fulfilment in our time of its
March 25; 4. On the feast of the Assumption, Aug. mission to teach all nations. Whatever we give for
15; 5. On any day within the octaves of the above this end is given to God, and will be returned unto us
feasts ; 6. On the feast of the Epiphany, Jan. 67.3 hundred-fold. "Give and it shall be given unto you
On the feast of St. Michael, Sept. 29; 8. On all good measure and pressed down and shaken together
feasts of the Apostles; 9. Every month, on any two and running over shall they give into your bosom."
days chosen by the Associates; 10. Once a year, on (Luke vi. 38.)
the day of the general commemoration of all the dcF'orPromoter's blanks, tracts, or information about
ceased members of the Association ; 11. Once a year, the Association, apply to the Diocesan Director.
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VOtf Parochial Directors and Secretaries of Branches of the Association are respectfully requested to send reports of meetings, appointments of new Promoters, and other
items of interest for the Associates to the Diocesan Director for publication in the
REVIEW. If the nimes of deceased Promoters arc forwarded they will be printed, so
that Uieir svuts ntuy nave the benefit of the prayers of all the members.
NOTICE. Promoters and other persons abandon it at
the will of the King."
whose names are printed in these coin inns
are a/it to get begging letters in behalf of ]}y this answer the zealous missionvarious objects, from parties outside of the
Archdiocese. Prudence suggests that no ary seemed to speak to Thomas, and
notice be taken of these appeals, unless they
have received the usual diocesan approbation. forestall the great argument addressed to Annamites by constantly
repeating to them: "Do the will of
NEWS FROM THE BRANCHES.
?

the King, respect his orders, pracCathedral of the Holy Cross.
tice
his religion." After his refusal
Rector, Rev. Henry A. Sullivan.
to
apostatize,
the zealous missionary
Number of promoters 100; of
was
to the most frightful
subjected
members 1,000 ; organized October,
which he did not
tortures,
during
1898. Parochial Director, Hey.
a
cry
1).
single
allow
to escape him or
Joseph Y. Tracy,
D.
a single complaint.
August returns,
|».4«
The sight of the sufferings of his
St. James', Boston.
faithful companion was a hard trial
Pastor, Rev. William T. UeQuaid.
Number of promoters 4r>; of mem- for Thomas Thien; but on the
other hand, the heroism of the
bers
; organized October,
450

189s.

Treasurer, Miss Mary Sullivan.
August returns,

$18.7.">

Most Holy Redeemer, East Boston.
Pastor, Her. Lawrence P. McCarthy. I'. I,'.

Number of Promoters 80; of members 800; organized April 1899.
Parochial Director, Key. Daniel S.
Sheerin.
August returns,

(23.85

St. Thomas', Jamaica Plain.
Pastor, /tight Rev. Mgr. Magennis, I', u.
Number of promoters 110; of
members 1,100; organized FebParochial Director,
ruary, 1899.
Hey. John A. (Sheridan.
August returns,
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THE CHILD MARTYRS.
Episodes from Vu Wartyrologies
and I 'hiwi.
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THOMAS THIEN.

[Continued from last week.]

Father Jaccard was thefirst to be
interrogated.
" My religion," he
said, "is not a gift from the King, it
is the work of God. I can not

courageous Father traced out his
duty for him, and the impulse afforded by such an example rendered
the victory certain.
The magistrates rendered furious
by the obstinacy of the master,called
for the disciple, and tried upon him
the effect of their seductions and
their threats " Renounce your religion," they said to him ; "your ancestors belong to this country, why
then do you follow these strange
doctrines V" "My ancestors honored
this religion, and I honor it in my
turn," he answered resolutely; "and
I will never abandon it." "You are
still a mere boy," said the mandarin,
pretending to pity him, "tread the
cross under foot to obey the King,
and afterwards you may practice
your own religion." "No I can
not," simply replied the youthful
confessor. Then the mandarin, in
his rage, had him thrown on the
ground and bound to a stake, after
which he ordered the executioners

:

the rattan. Thomas suffered cruelly.
Fearing that he might give way beneath the torture, "Lord give me
courage to suffer ! " he murmured,
as each blow descended upon him ;
and God, who has promised to be
with those who pray to Him, preserved the youth from all weakness,
and the executioners were tired of
striking before he was worn out
with suffering.
Some days afterwards the new
governorof Quang Tri determined
to make an effort in his turn, and accordingly summonedFather Jaccard
and Thomas Thien to appear before
him. On his commanding them to
apostatize they again refused, whereupon the judge commanded that
they should undergo torture by fire.
The sight of the cruel, red-hot instruments about to be applied to him
made Thomas shudder. Hut it was
only for a moment, and then he
braved the iron with as much heroism as ho had shown beneath the
lash.
The mandarins werenot surprised
at the invincible firmness shown by
Father Jaccard; they well knew
that Tonkinese cruelties had never,
by the grace of God, triumphed over
the constancy of a French missionary, but they were astonished at the
heroism of the young Annamite.
"How," they exclaimed, can you
possibly bear these sufferings and
not abandon your religion ?" "If I
had to die for it, I would not renounce it," replied Thomas. "The
missionary, it is easy to understand,"
resumed the mandarin, "will not renounce his religion ; but surely you
can tread the cross under foot, after
which wo will allow you to return
to your relatives.
If you will not
obey, we will pronounce sentence of
death against you, even as we have
done against the European Father."
"Do as you please," replied Thomas,
"as for me I will never abandon my

"

religion."
Father Jaccard, on his side, was
greatly edified by the fidelity of his
disciple, and kept up his courage by
words as well as by example, saying
to him when they went back to the
prison, "Let us suffer cheerfully and
courageously until the end."
After the trial by fire, the fate of
the Father and the young Annamite
was decided. The judges had not
the least doubt but that Minh-Mang
would ratify the sentence which had
been pronounced. The judge then
proposed that Father Jaccard should
have his head cut off, and stated in
his report that his companion in
captivity ought, in consequence of
his obstinacy, to be subjected to the
same penalty.
"Thomas Thien," the Governor
declared, " is also guilty on account
of having allowed himself to be seduced by the religion of Jesus,andof
having refused to apostatize,in spite
of the tortures inflicted on him.

Did you ever notice how some women
break down after marriage? As the family
increases, the poor mothers lose their
graceful, symmetrical forms, their faces are
full of lines and no vestige of youth remains. Dr. Pierces Favorite Prescription
works wonders for
such women.
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ness will be prevented. When baby comes, there will be
little or no pain, and the ordeal will be
shortened. Recovery will be rapid, and
the patient will emerge with her old-time
attractiveness of face and figure. The
mother who takes this wonderful medicine
can keep her health and youthful looks,
even though a half-dozen children play
about her knees. No other women's remedy is its equal. Never allow the medicine
dealer to substitute something else.
This remedy contains no trace of alcohol, nor opium., nor any of the dangerous
drugs which enter 90 largely into many
advertised "compounds," recommended
for the cure of invalid women. It will
not create craving for stimulants.
" For five years my wife was In an almost helpless condition, suffering from female weakness "
writes J. S. Everritt, Esq., of Hagerman, Washington Co., Fla. "Last September I decided to
Pierces
try Dr.

Favorite Prescription. She took
several bottles of the medicine and save birth to
a ten pound son on January 31st, 1898. she is
now sound and well and doing her housework.''
Every family needs a medical guide and
instructor. The best ever published is the

Common Sense Medical Adviser, 1008
pages. It will be sent free on receipt of 21
one-cent stamps to cover cost of mailing
onr\'. This book has been not inaptly
termed "The Bible of the Body," for ft is
to the body what the Bible is to the soul,
the great chart of salvation.
?

August that the confessors were informed of the report made by the
mandarin. The missionary made

himself ready for martyrdom by preparing his young companion, who
blessed God for having sent him
such an augel to put aside all obstacles on his way to heaven and to assure his perseverance. Profiting by
this devout succor, he confessed several times, and listened with feelings
of happiness to the exhortations of
the missionary. The Father reminded him that many who had generously confessed Christ amidst their
tortures, had denied Him on hearing
that they were condemned to death.
At that moment life instinctively
revolts from the dread void which
opens itself out, unless it be immediately filled up by the hope of
heaven. But Thomas had that hope.
He even felt as though his exile were
being prolonged, and that the day of
his deliverance was long in coming.
"Oh, my Father, my Father," he
would exclaim, "they are making us
live a long time ! Why deprive us
of seeing our God, and being united

with Him for ever?"
But Thomas was not merely a
confessor; he had also become an
apostle. From his prison he wrote
a long letter to his family, exhorting
them to preserve the precious treasure of the faith, and to remain faithful to the example of their ancestors,
whom he himself felt it to be a duty
and an honor to follow. It was the
testament of the martyr.
[TO BE ll'Nl inikd.]
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In thelnflamiiiatorV|form"rellef is obtained by
the use of LAVILLE'S LIQUOR, and by per
sistcnt use 'of LAVILLE'S l'lLLS|the recurrinj! attacks can be prevented. Pamphlet giving full information sent free by E. FOUCiERA
CO., 26-30 N. William BU, N. T.
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Temperance.
HIBERNIAN TOTAL ABSTINENCE
ASSOCIATION.
At its last meeting the Hibernian
Total Abstinence Association of Boston decided to amend its constitution so as t»> allow members of the
Ladies' Auxiliary divisions of the
A. O. H. to enter its ranks, and enlist themselves in the cause of temperance.
The 11. T. A. A. is a peculiar
organization. It is not a total abstinence society in the ordinary

acceptation of the term. It works
in a special field. Its membersare
exclusively members of the A. O.H.
and it exists for the purpose of
arousing an opinion in Irish societies, particularly in that most representative Catholic Irish-American
society, the A. O. 11., which will be
antagonistic to the custom of having intoxicants at meetings and social gatherings, and which will, in
time, put a stop to that pernicious
practice. While all its members
are total abstainers it docs not aim,
primarily, at converting others to
total abstinence. It docs not attempt
to interfere with any man's personal
tastes or habits, but it feels that the
patriotism of beer parties is not of
the purest kind, and that the custom of serving intoxicants at Irish
meetings or social affairs is no worthy or necessary part of Irish or
Catholic tradition. The Association
believes that irregularities and much
disorder and scandal flow therefrom,
and that through this evil practice
many of our race and faith are led
away from the paths of sobriety and
good living. Hence it believes in
the decline of such a custom, and
all its efforts are for the purpose of
hastening that decline.
By admitting lady Hibernians to
membership the Association will be
enabled to enlarge the scope of its
activities, and secure better results.
The influence of women in this direction can scarcely be over-estimated. Already they have done
much to discountenance the drinking customs of society, and the
Hibernian Total Abstinence Association feels confident of winning
eventually in this struggle with their
aid and encouragement. At the
next meeting of the organization,
which will take place in Naomi Hall,
724 Washington street, this city,
on Sunday, Sept. 17, at 2.30 P.M., a
rally will be held, at which prominent members of the A. O. 11. will
speak. An entertainment will also
be given by members and friends
C. T. A.
of the organization.
A CHANGE FOR THE WORSE.

The increase of drunkenness in
France has been so marked of late
years as to attract the notice of
students of social problems the
world over. On this subject a recent article in the Petit Journal
points out that, though immoderate
drinking in France does not date

from yesterday, and is an old habit, ters were read from Fathers Hugh
the kind of drunkenness observed 800 O'Donnell and Thomas Scully
today is not the same as formerly, regretting unavoidable absence. The
when wine consumed in the cities committee in charge of the banquet
was simply and naturally diluted were Messrs. John Cunningham,
with water. Drunkenness was then chairman; William F. O'Donnell, I'.
gay, exuberant and inoffensive. F. Gallagher, Thomas Niland, EdNow it is brutal and aggressive. ward Cahill, Christopher Sheehan
One sad mother, speaking to Dr. and M. J. Gallagher.
Motet, who has made a profound
The members of the St. Joseph
When
study of alcoholism, said
Total Abstinence Society of North
my husband became drunk, he was
Brooktield, Mass., have bought a new
simply wearisome, never dangerous. silk American
flag, and they will
When my son drinks, he becomes
use it for the first time at the Labor
crazy, and I am afraid of him."
Day parade in Westtield. The
Referring to this change for the color bearers are William Hatch
worse in France, Harper's Weekly
and Thomas Humphrey. One will
says : "It presents some interestthe temperance banner and
carry
ing material for reflection for our the other the new
Hag.
own fellow citizens who arc engaged
in an effort to solve the liquor evil.
The St. Jerome Temperance SoFrance is becoming, if it has not ciety, Ilolyoke, has elected the folalready become, the hardest drink- lowing delegates to the seventeenth
ing nation in the world. Why this annual diocesan convention to be
is so, Frenchmen find it difficult to held in Worcester, Oct. 15 : P. J.
say, but they freely admit the Garvey, president of the society ; E.
terrible consequences which have A. Broderick, the recording secrefollowed from the increased con- tary ; P. A. Shea, the financial secsumption of spirituous liquors
retary ; John P. Murray, the viceconsequences which have been a president; Cornelius Garvin, T. J.
veritable curse. Not to enter into O'Connor, Thomas Connor, Joseph
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Colleges and Academies.

The Catholic UniversFty
of America,
WASHINGTON, D. C.

Schools of Divinity, Philosophy,
Letters, Physical Sciences, Social
Sciences, Law, Technological
Sciences, Languages.
OPEN OCTOBER 3, 1899.
Address the RFXTOR.

BOSTON COMMERCIAL COLLEGE,
173 Tremont St., near tremont Theatre,
WILIJAH H. MORIARTY, Principal.
Shorthand, Typewriting, Book-keeping,
Telegraphy, Arithmetic, etc. Individual
instruction. Day and evening.
Call or send for circular.

Mt. St. Mary's Academy,
Manchester, n. h.
.SCHOOL for young
BOARDINC
I'leasc send for catalogue to

ladies

The Mother Superior.

THE UNIVERSITY OF NOTRE DAI,
NOTRE DAME, INDIANA.
Classics, Letters, Economics and His-

tory, Journalism, Art, Science, Pharmacy,

details, this absinthe drinking people McCarty, Michael Kingsley, Frank Law, Civil, flechanical and Electrical Engineering, Architecture.
are losing physical, mental and Connor, Joseph Griffin.
Thorough Preparatory and Commercial
which
once
Courses.
Ecclesiastical students at special
they
posmoral virtues
rates.
$100 Reward $100.
sessed, and are bringing into the
Rooms Free. Junior or Senior Year,
The readers of this paper will be pleased to learn Collegiate Courses. Rooms to Rent, modworld not only fewer children, but that
there Is at least o<ie dreaded disease that erate charge.
science has been able to cure In all its stages, and
St. Edward's hall, for boys under 13.
punier children, and children de- that
Is Catarrh. Hall's Catarrh Cure is the only
positive cure known to the medical fraternity.
The 56th Year will open September sth,
Catarrh, being a constitutional disease, requires iBqo. Catalogues Free. Address
formed in both mind and body.
a constitutional treatment. Hall's Catarrh Cure is
REV. A. MORRISSEY, C.S.C., President.
internally,acting directly upon the blood and
"It is clear that wine drinking taken
mucous surfaces of the system, thereby destroying
foundatiou of the disease, and giving the patient
makes the step to spirit drinking an the
strength by building up the constitution and assisting nature in doing its work. The proprietors have Academy of the Assumption,
the
whose
tenperson
easy one to
so much faith in its curative powerß that they offer
Wellesley Hills, Mass.
One Hundred Dollars for any case that It fails to
dency is to over stimulation."
cure. Send for list of testimonials.
Academy, Situated in the suburbsot
TEMPERANCE
The

Bey.

NOTES.

ThomasH.

McLaugh-

who has been transferred from
Huntington to take charge of the
parish at Adams, is an earnest
worker for temperance.
lin

Address, F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
Sold byDruggists, 75c.
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Georgetown University,
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Under the managementof the Fathers of the
Society of Jesus. Over one hundred professors and seven hundred students.

THIS
Boston, is only a few miles from the city.
line of the
and Albany
It is on the
Boston
Railroad. The location is one of the most
healthful and picturesque in New England.
The grounds are extensive, affording ample
advantage for out door exercise. The. curriculum of studios is thorough and comprehensive, embracing all the branches necessary for a refined education. For particulars)
as to terms for boarders or day pupils apply
to

Sister Superior.

Attached to the Academy is a preparatory
school for boys between the ages of Band 14.
The object of this school in lo give such a general education as will lit pupils to enter col-

The Father Mathew Society of
lege.
Department of Arts and -ciences,
Mittineague has elected as delegates
Georgetown College, founded 1788-89. Villanova College,
to the Springfield diocesan convenOldest Catholic College In theUnited States.
Delaware County, Perm.
tion which will be held at WorcesPreparatory and Collegiate Courses for
by the Augustinian Fathers.
Day
Complete
and
Scholars.
Boarders
Post- CONDUCTED
ter, Oct. 15, John O'Conncll, T. J. Graduate
Location delightful. Courses thoroughCourses.
Terms moderate. Athletics of all kind 3are
encouraged, send for prospectus.
Carney, and John Lysaight. The
Medical Department, founded 1851.
Rev. L. A. Delurey, O. S. A., President.
FatherMathew Society of the SpringA numerous and eminent Medical Faculty.
clinical advantages. Georgetown
Excellent
at
a
parish
cathedral
recent
field
University Hospital just opened.
Mt. St. Mary's College,
meeting decided to attend the field
founded
1870.
Department,
Ettitniltsburg,Mil.
Law
day at Westfield in a body, and it is Unequalled opportunities for the study of CONDUCTED by an Association of Secular
Clergyman, under the auspices of His
expected that a large delegation American jurisprudence.
Eminence, the Cardinal Archbishop of Baltimore. Classical, Scientific and Commercial
For information and Catalogue address
will turn out. The Society elected The Rev. John D. Whitney, S. J., Rector. Courses. Terms: $*XI in Senior, and $250 in
Small Boys' Department. Address
the following delegates to the -conRev. William L. O'Hara. President.
vention, Will S. Fitzgibbon, T. J.
Cheverus
School,
Hall
Shea, William J. Hart and Frank
140 Marlborough Street,
Notre Dame Academy,
FOR BOYS. Primary, Grammar and
X. Kooney.
College Preparatory Courses.
LOWELL, MASSACHUSETTS.
On Thursday evening, Aug. 24,
REOPENS SEPTEMBER 28.
Preparatory anil advanced courses.
at the School
Applications may be '\u25a0made
the tirst annual reunion and banquet after
Sept. Ist from' I to '? P. M.
For circular address
Anna L. Goodiow and
PRINCIPALS?Miss
of St. Mary's Star of the Sea Total Mis-. Agnes L. Tracy.
THE SUPERIOR.
was
St.
held
in
Society
Abstinence
Mary's hall, corner of Moore and
Saratoga streets, East Boston, and
there was a full attendance of the
members, wholistened with interest
MANCHESTER, N. H.
to the speeches of the guests. The
Under the direction of the Benedictine Fathers.
president of the Society, Mr. WilCOLLEGE, delightfully situated on College Hill, is two and a half miles
liam P. O'Donnell, was toastmaster, THIS
from the depot. The curriculum comprises Ihe Classical Course, completed in 5
years, and the Commercial Course, completed in 3 years.
and among the speakers were the
This College Will Open Tuesday, Sept. 5, '99.
Keys. J. F. Kelly and J. EL Griffin,
s
A new feature for Ihe year ''.HI-'llO will be the Special Latin Class, to enable late
Mr. Joseph A. Sheehan, vice-presi- starters
to make two classes in one year.
Letters of application to be addressed to
dent of the Boston Archdiocesan
Murphy,
M. J.
Union, Laurence
5. 8.,
REVEREND DIRECTOR, O.Hanchester,
N. H.
College,
St. Anselm's
Gallagher and Thomas Niland. Let-

ST. ANSELM'S COLLEGE,

13
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nugst urselves. They tease papafor five
CONDUCTED BY

AUNT BRIDE.

Two or three little incidents
which have come under Aunt Bride's
observation recently, have led her to
think that a great many parents are
decidedly careless in the teaching
they give their children in regard to
money. The youngsters are allowed
to grow up valuing it either too
highly or too lightly.
Upon the sort of training a boy
gets in the matter of spending
money before he is twelve or fifteen,
depends largely whether he will
act in the future as if gathering
in the dollars were the sole object in
life, and become the most hateful
type of man Americans are familiar
with; whether he will regard it
simply as a means of gratifying
whims and be always in distress for
necessaries, or whether he shall have
a right notion of the uses and responsibilities of money.
Not long ago a mother showed
Aunt Bride her little son's bank account, and pointed with pride to the
already good-sized sum which she
hoped would have grown large

enough to

start

him in business by

the time he was of age. She was
sure her boy would be a capitalist
some day and, poor soul, she was
very bappy in her dreams of his
success.
Hut when Aunt Bride
heard of the process by which the
little lad was being trained for his
part and his capital acquired, she
had a vision of a hard, miserly man,
careless of how he hurt his fellows,
and earing for nobody, not even his
parents probably. Ever since this
boy was a year old he has had a
weekly allowance, every penny of
which has been put in a little bank
kept for the purpose. When the
bank is full, the money is transferred to a savings bank. After each
deposit is made the boy is allowed
to carry the bank book and try to
add the sums with which he is credited. He is never permitted to draw
one penny from either bank, but is
told it must be saved for some great
purpose. Once he wished to draw
some money to buy stockings for a
poor little chap who had awakened
his pity, but he was dissuaded. On
Sunday he is given a penny to put
in the poor box, but it represents no
sacrifice from his own allowance,
it's just one of his mother's pennies
which he is allowed to give. He is
simply learning from day to day to
hoard money, and there's nothing

specially admirable about that.
What is more important is to know
how to spend wisely, and there's
nothing in the boy's training to
teach it.
Now Aunt Bride knows another
family where an equally bad system
prevails. There are two little girls
in the family which, while the father
earns good wages, is not specially
well-to-do. It would probably
astonish the parents if they were
told the amount of money those
little girls spend on candy, useless
toys and other unprofitable things.

or ten cents
whenever they see him, and they are
rarely refused when they are persistent.
This whole question seems to
Aunt Bride much more important
than parents usually think it. The
future usefulness of a child to himself, to his parents, and to the community, depends in no small degree
upon his early training in the use of
money. Many parents, particularly
in the country, never give their
children a cent from one year's end
to another, and the chances are if
any one suddenly gave the youngsters a quarter it would be most
foolishly spent. That, is because
they have had no experience in the
spending of money.
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that it was an English king, and
i Tot largest makers of gsUttaa -MM
la the world.
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he none other than the notorious
Henry VIII., who tirst gave to that
emblem its official significance as a Edmund would still be Ireland's official insignia, for it is stated that
symbol for Ireland.
Last week apropos of an article in Henry's reason for changing the deThe Gael for August we dealt with vice from the crowns to a harp was
the question of the original color of that the former were too suggesti\e
Ireland, and showed of how com- of the papal tiara to suit his new
paratively recent a date was the old opinions concerning the headship
land's adoption of green, and this of the Church. In 154°. Henry was
Aunt Bride knows no better way week, still in reference to the same proclaimed King" of Ireland (beto teach a child how to use money article, a few words upon the origin fore which time each English king,
properly than to give him a regular of the harp as an Irish national de- from Henry 11. on, was known
allowance out of which he must buy vice will, we are sure, not prove un- simply as "Lord " of Ireland), and
upon the coinage which he then iswhatever he needs. If he buys interesting.
what he does not need, then he
We know that from time immem- sued was placed the harp. But it
was not until the reign of James I.
should be compelled to get along orial the harp was a favorite instruthat
the harp was quartered on the
the
for
which
his
things
without
ment in Ireland, and the harper a
money was intended. When the personage of no small consequence, royal arms of England. In the
great seal " of Queen Elizabeth a
child tirst begins to go to school is a and what more natural than that in
good time to begin giving him an a country where music was so much harp was introduced,?she being the
allowance. Of course at tirst only a part of the life of the people as in tirst English sovereign to use an
sufficient for pencils and sponges ancient Ireland, the harp should be Irish emblem in that connection. At
and shoe strings, and little things emblazoned upon the banners, and her funeral, The Gael tells us, the
like that should be given. He used as a national device? Hut Earl of Clanrickard represented Ireshould lie encouraged to save a little there is no trace in history that land, and, wearing a long cloak,
of even the smallestallowance for Celtic Ireland ever was represented marched on foot in procession carrying a fringed banner bearing a harp
future gratification. For instance, by such a symbol, and it was not unit does not take much argument to til the reign of Henry VIII, that surmounted by a crown. "In the
persuade a child to save a penny a this emblem, now so honored by arms of all the sovereigns from
week for ten weeks that he may Irish nationalists of every shade of James I. to and including William
have money to buy tire crackers. It opinion, was chosen to typify the 1V.," says The Gael, "the front of
is comparatively easy to get him to country that Henry ll.'s ideas of the harp was formed by a female
save to go to the circus, particularly "expansion" and "benevolent as- figure intended most probably to
if he understands that nobody else similation" had led him to conquer. represent the goddess llibernia.
will be permitted to buy him a
With all his faults the eighth During the early Victorian period a
ticket in case he succumbs to the Harry had some sense of the fitness change was introduced in the shape
temptation to buy candy. Of course of things when he chose a harp to of the harp, which was altered from
a sympathetic mother might relent represent Hibernia, for, as we know, that of a female figure to that of the
suHiciently to hire a boy or a girl the Irish were passionately attached ancient Irish harp connected in
who was short of the required sum to the music of that instrument; form and in legend with Brian
Boru."
to do some extra work about the and though he has never been sushouse. In this way children learn pected of much love for the Irish
It was England, then, who gave
not only the value of money, but people, they owe him some degree to Ireland the harp for a national
how to save it and something about of gratitude for selecting so appro- symbol, and it seems to have been
earning money. Another valuable priate and unique a device. Ireland about the only English gift that was
lesson in this connection which alone among the countries of the accepted and adopted by the Irish
ought to be taught a child as soon as earth is represented in such a way. without question ; so that for hunhe gets into arithmetic is to keep an Lions and tigers, leopards, eagles dreds of years it has been the exaccount of all he spends. He will and elephants, crosses, stars, suns pression of Ireland's desire for
be wonderfully proud of his little and moons may be found in abun- nationhood. The English king who
account book in which are set down dance as national emblems, but to invented this device for Ireland
all the money received and the Ireland only belongs the distinc- never intended that the harp should
things for which it is spent. He tion of bearing upon her flag the be used as the symbol of Irish hope
soon learns not to spend money in representation of a musical instru- for freedom, but that such it is new,
and has been for years, everybody
ways he does not want to mention j ment.
Perhaps some day it will
knows.
because he knows he will have to
Trior to Henry VIIL, Ireland's stand for the realization of that
give a satisfactory explanation if his coat of arms was three golden hope.
D. A. McCabthy.
accounts refuse to balance. He is crowns on a field of azure, according
less apt to spend his moneyfoolishly to Sir Bernard Burke, Ulster KingFor The Hot Weather.
when the account stares him in the at-Arms, who states that this device
One of the many devices for hut weather
comfort which is offered this season may
face week after week.
was that of St. Edmund, and that it iuterest our readers to-day. It is described
in another column by the l'aine Km nituie
Of course all this means extra was used as the ensign of the newly- Company,
11 iwho arc introducing it
a bassiu.ite, and ia really an Kngwork for parents, but if they want acquired country by the Anglo-Nor- calle.lbaby
carriage. In some respects n
lish
American models, and il i>
their children to be honorable, mans who are known to have been sarpassfls llie
especially valuable fur hoi weather. It will
under
banners
of
thrifty
arrayed
the
St. sive any l.ahy an immense ainoiini ol *uiugenerous, self-respecting,
citizens -whom they will be proud to Edmund and St. George. If Henry fort for a very small price.
own, they must begin very early to VIIL had never quarreled with the
t«Vcig«t
i| ;s <i»?] ;!\u25a0
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OUR LADY OF SORROWS.
BY ENFANT DE

MARIE.

O month of fading beauty! when the trees
Are tinted with autumnal red and gold,
A minor chord, low breathing like the
breeze,
Is sighing of Our Lady's pains untold.
O pure heart, crimsoned with a Passion
hue,
And gulden in thy precious suffering
love!
More brightly shining to the spirit view
Than silvery harvest-moon so far above.
O waves of tears that surged within her
breast!
O sorrow, deeper than the boundless
sea!
To what shall I compare thee, Mother
blest ?
Wilt thou find comfort in my sympathy ?
Why didst thou suffer? That through bitter pain,
And mourning shadows o'er thy spirit
cast,

A glorious queenly throne thou mightest
gain,

A diadem of star-gems wear at last.
Why didst thou suffer? That the fount of
tears

From realms of a deep and nameless
woe,
Might fill thee with compassion for our

tears,
And pains and sorrows here so far
below.
Why didst thou suffer? That the melody
Of thy sweet, patient heart before the
throne
Might ever as a voice of pleading be,
When, from the desert, thou, fair dove,
hadst flown.
And now in this calm evening of the year,
When glowing summer-tide has passed
away,
We come to watch with thee, our Mother
dear,
In prayer and patient suffering day by
day.
We come and gaze with longing, hopeful
eyes
Upward, O Queen of Dolors unto thee!
There, far beyond those deep blue, sun-lit
skies,
We trust, one day, in peace and joy
to be.
Carmelite Review.
?

BRIDGET'S EXPERIMENT.
BY CLARA MULHOLLAND.

"If they would only read the stories,"
sighed Bridget, looking ruefully at halfa-dozen manuscripts that lay before her
on the table, "they might have a chance."
That is what Larry says."
>'oh, Larry's a better judge of a pig
than a story," Bridget answered with a
comical expression. "Literature is not
his forte and I am beginning to think
that it is not mine either. If you only
knew how I long for a scamper over the
bogs, Morna, or a stroll with Larry across
the fields, as I sit in this dining-room,
listening to the squeak, squeak of my
quill, instead of the gay caroling of the
lark."
Morna laughed.
you surely do not
" My dear sister,
think that you have the monopoly of such
feelings. I assure you I sutler in exactly
the same way as I listen to the perpetual
click of the typewriter. It is a noise less
musical even than the squeak of the quill,
and our office is every bit as dingy as this
room. But there's no use grumbling.
"
You must write and I must type
"And the sooner it's overthe sooner to
but no matter.
sleep. It doesn't rhyme
Things are becoming serious, Morna. I
must earu some money.
But you sold a story lately."
"Yes; one in six months. That's exhilarating. I'll change my pen for a
broom, Morna, and slip out and sweep a
crossing."
Morna pressed her sister's hand.
"You must have patience and work on
a while longer, dear. You'll soon marry

"

?

?

"

and

"

"Marry?" Bridget sighed heavily.
"Alas! No. Things get worse with poor
Larry. The farm is small, the rent large,
ihe family numerous and helpless. His

American uncle will do nothing for him
unless he leaves home and country and
marries some heiress he has found for
him in America."
"And Larry refuses? "
Bridget looked reproachfully at her
sister, and her color rose.
"Of course he did. He loves his home.
And," softly, " he loves me. So, naturally, he refused."
Things do seem rather hopeless. But
don't lose heart. And, I tell you what,
Brid?. I'll type your next MS. That
might help."
I'm afraid not. Bi,t it's worth trying."
" Then I'll do it. And now, good-bye.
I must be off to my work." And she hurried away.
Bridget and Morna Sullivan had come
to London believing that there they would
tlnd more opportunities for earning their
bread than in the quiet town in Ireland
where they had been born and brought
up. Their father had died suddenly,
leaving his wife and daughters practically penniless. The shock of his death
and horror at their poverty-stricken condition so preyed upon Mrs. Sullivan's mind that she fell ill and in a few
weeks followed her husband to the grave.
Then Bridget and Morna resolved to go
forth and look for work in London.
With a sad heart Larry O'Beirne saw
his promised wife set out to face a hardworking life in a strange land. But his
hands were tied. His mother and sisters
were dependent upon him, and times were
bad. Till some wonderful change should
occur he must not think of marriage. So
when Bridget insisted on going he could
only bow his head and hope for the best.
Arrived in London, Morna quickly determined to learn typewriting and shorthand, and as she was clever and industrious she soon found a post in a solicitor's
ofllce at a salary of thirty shillings a

"
"

week.

Bridget began as daily companion to
an elderly lady. But the position did not
suit her, and retiring from it in a hurry
she made up her mind to become an author. Here again she was unfortunate.
Her work brought her but small remuneration, and she was worried and disap-

pointed.

" Better to scrub or sew," she cried
one day when even the typewritten MS.
was returned from the Scarlet Runner,
I'll write no more. I'll?but what shall
I do ? I'll go for a walk and think it out.
Do something that will bring me in a few
shillings a week. 1 will and must." She
pulled on her jacket and pinned on her
There's
hat, resolute and determined.
nothing too menial."
The door opened and the landlady hurried in, flurried and excited. Her parlormaid had gone off in a temper just as a
rich lodger was arriving to take possesThe
sion of the drawing-room lloor.
good woman was in despair.
Let me take her place," cried Bridget
impulsively.
miss, would you?"
" Law,
Certainly. Give me a cap and apron,
"
and you'll see what a fine servant I'll
make."
" Thatyou will. And Mr. Gilliman always liked a pretty face and a nice man-

"

"

"

ner?"

" Mr. who did you say? "

Mr. Theobald Gilliman, from New
York, miss."

"

"Larry's uncle," murmured Bridget,
her eyes sparkling. " What fun. Now
if I?" Then, turning to Mrs. Murdock, she said gaily, "We'll make the
old gentleman so comfortable?wait on
him so well that he'll never leave us.
And when he dies," with a wave of her
jand, he'll bequeath to us all his vast
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not. It was only a joke," laughed Brid- A Letter to Mrs. Pinkham Brought
get. " But come, let us set to work. I
can dust and sweep splendidly. And I'll Health to Mrs. Archambo.
get some flowers, and a piece of old em[LETTER TO MRS. PINKHAM NO. 42,W0.]
broidery of my mother's to throw over the
"Dear Mrs. Pinkham?For two years
sofa."
I felt tired and so weak and dizzy that
"He won't see flowers or embroidery. some days I could hardly go around the
He likes meals quickly served, and his house. Backache and headache all the
bell answered at once."
time and my food would not, digest, my
"He'll have all that, and the flowers kidneys were ati'ected, and had such
and embroidery into the bargain. But pains 1 was nearly wild at times.
you'll promise one thing, Mrs. Mur" After birth of each child I grew
dock?"
weaker,and hearing so much of the good
Yes?anything you please."
you had done, I wrote to you and have
" Don't tell Mr. Gilliman who I am, or taken six bottles of Lydia E. Pinkham's
where I came from."
Vegetable Compound, one box of Lozmiss."
enges, one box of Liver Pills, one pack" Of coursemenot,
Biddy."
"And call
age of Sanative Wash, and today I am
" Yes, miss," laughing, " I mean Bid- feeling as well as I ever did. When 1
dy."
get up in the morning I feel as fresh as
"Now," laughing, "I must don the 1 did when a girl and eat and sleep well
sign of my profession?or my trade-mark and do all of my work. If ever I feel
?perhaps we should call my cap."
weak again shall know where to get my
And, putting away her hat and jacket, strength. I know your medicine cured
Bridget followed the landlady downme."?Mrs. Salina Archambo, Chablestairs.
MONT, Mass.
On coming home that evening Morna
The present Mrs. Pinkham's experiwas shocked and annoyed when the hall
in treating female ills is unparalence
door was swung open by her pretty sisleled
for years she worked side by
ter dressed as a parlor-maid.
Mrs. Lydia E. Pinkham, and
side
with
Bridget," she cried, " why are you
past has had sole charge of
sometime
tor
masquerading like this?"
the
correspondence
department of her
"Masquerading, my dear, nothing of
treating by letter as tnauy
great
business,
kiud,"
the
Bridget cried, kissing her. "I
as a hundred thousand ailing women a
wanted something to do, and Mrs. Muryear. All women who suffer are invited
dock wanted a parlor-maid. So I thought to write to Mrs. Pinkham at Lynn,
I'd make an experiment and see how I'd Mass., for advice, which will be promptly
get on. And now a wonderful chance given without charge.
has come my way. Larry's uncle, Mr.
Gilliman, has arrived as a lodger in the dock implored the girl to pay him all the
drawing-rooms, and I have made up my attention she could.
mind to win his affections and make him
I wish he wasn't such a gad-about,"
help the dear fellow."
Bridget would say. " He's always on the
go. He loves to talk to me about Ireland.
Morna shook her head.
" What an absurd idea. How on earth But the moment I mention farming and
could you do such a thing? "
a young man in Wexford called O'Beirne,
" I hardly know yet. I have not he changes the conversation and is up
thought it out. But if he liked me?"
and off. It's really provoking."
He will never look at a lodging-house
Morna laughed.
You little goose, leave him alone.
servant, little silly."
"I flatter myself, my sweet but dis- How could you expect to make him do
couraging sister," cried Bridget, her anything? He is fond of his money, you
lovely eyes sparkling with fun, "that I may be sure, and doesn't care a straw for
am a somew.hat unusual servant, and," Larry. Besides, he's angry with him just
laughing merrily, " most assuredly Uncle now."
Gilliman is an entirely unique and origi" Yes, true," sighed Bridget, but all
nal gentleman?if I may call him that. the same I will move his hard heart, or,"
He's plain in face and speech. He's short in tragic tones, "die in the attempt. Oh,
and, to put it mildly, a little burly. " But Morua, if something would only happen
I guess," mimicking the American's to keep the dear thing at home for a
accent, " we'll be downright friendly. while."
He's going to have a bully' time here,
"You might be very sorry, my dear,
and then goes to Ireland. Before he de- and glad to get him out again."
parts for the Emerald Isle he'll hear a
"Idon'tthiuk so. And 1 might then
good deal about a young farmer in Wexget the chance I sigh for."
The very next day Mr. Gilliman caught
ford, a near, and ought to be dear, relative of his own, one Larry O'Beirne. I a chill, and the doctor ordered hira to
told him I was Irish just now, and he was stay in the house. Here was the oppordelighted. When I took up the tea he met tunity Bridget had longed for, and she
me at the door and insisted on carrying in determinedto make the most of it. So she
the tray himself."
waited upon him assiduously, talked to
a
most
unusual
him by the hour, and even read to him.
proceed" That was
ing," Morna said gravely, her eyes upon Upon hearing this Morna took alarm, and
the girl's animated, attractive face. "You warned her sister that she was going too
must keep him at a distance, dear. Is he far. But Bridget only laughed and told
young or old ?"
her sister that she was becoming a prim
Bridget laughed.
old maid.
"Larry's uncle, Morna? Of course
" I'm nothing of the kind," Morna anhe's old. Quite forty-five, I'm sure. So swered hotly, " but the idea of a girl a
don't be uneasy, alanna. My girlish parlor-maid reading stories and papers to
heart is in no danger. He would never a gentleman lodger is too absurd. Don't
have attracted it even had my dear, good do it, Brid, or I am sure you will be
sorry."
Larry never been born."
Things went on quietly and pleasantly
" I wont then, since you make such a
for some weeks. Mr. Gilliman spent fuss. But there's his bell. I suppose I
most of his time sight-seeing, and as he may answer that?"
was out all day, and often all evening too,
" Since you have foolishly engaged to
so," coldly, " you must."
That
do
but
little
attendance.
required
he
"Dear! How tragic. Tne poor man
he liked Bridget and was pleased to have
her about him was evident. And, anxious wont eat me." And Bridget flounced
to make him comfortable and keep him as away.
(V'o be continued.)
long as possible as a lodger, Mrs. Mur-

"

.

;

"

"

"

"

"

'

?

"

wealth."

I hope you won't let the
dear gentleman guess that we ever
thought of such a thing. He'd be up and
away like a shot if?"
"You dear, good, matter-of-fact, taking-everything-in-earnest lady, of course

" Law, miss,
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THE SACRED HEART REVIEW.

harm as they possess, should be dispensed over the counter to every
one who asks for them. If our legisTHE DANGER IN HEADACHE
lators would devote more attention
POWDERS.
to this and kindred subjects it would
Doctor Henry Leffman, the well effect more general good than to be
known analytical chemist, has ex- perpetually making laws against
pressed himself as heartily approv- trifling adulterations of food."
ing of the action of the Pittsburg
CIGARETTE SMOKING.
authorities in taking steps to oblige
di Oggists to warn the purchasers
It is very well known that the
of "headache powders" of the nerves are directly affected by
danger of using such preparations cigarette smoking doubtless more
indiscriminately. This action was so than by the ordinary cigar or the
suggested to the authorities of super-fragrant pipe.
But it may
Allegheny county by the recent not be generally understood that
death of Mrs. Celia Butler, of Pittsnerves of the teeth are actually killed
burg, which was found by the ver- by this indulgence. It appears from
dict of the coroner's jury to be due
the testimony of a Brooklyn dentist
to a headache powder" which Mrs.
that this is the case, and that young
Butler swallowed twenty minutes men are not the only sufferers. In
before her death.
at least one instance he discovered
"The absurdity and danger of in the course of his
professional
the nostrum ' cures," said Doctor service that one of his personal acLeffman, "can be no better illus- quaintances had entirely killed
the
trated than in the case of 'head- nerves of
some of her teeth in this
ache' powders. These are put up in manner. Commenting upon the
packages for five or ten cents, and frequency with which dead nerves
profess to cure all kinds of head- were found in the teeth of young
aches in a few minutes. Now, any men, he said
The result itself
one who has any knowledge at all has been apparent to me and to
all
of human ailments knows that there dentists
for a long time, but the
are at least a dozen different causes cause
has been a mystery until very
of headache. It may rise from in- recently. For years
the nerves of
digestion or eye strain, both very teeth in every other way perfect,
frequent causes; or it may be a have been found dead. A careful
symptom of brain disease, liver comexamination of a dead nerve found
plaint, kidney complaint, or the re- in an unexposed tooth, recently result of simple exhaustion. The folly vealed the fact that it had been
and absurdity of prescribing a re- poisoned by nicotine, and thereby
medy which is supposed to cure all the mystery referred to was Solved.
or any of these various kinds of Nicotine poisoning
from cigarette
headaches is evident. It is just as smoking is killing the nerves
in the
if a physician would undertake to
teeth of smokers. It is a most
cure every ill to which flesh is heir serious state of affairs, although
by prescribing one medicine for ail. most people will not understand.
This is where the folly of taking They think a dead tooth is as good
'headache powders' is shown.
as a live one. They will find their
There is a more serious phase
mistake some day."? Good Houseof the question, however. The basis keeping.
of nearly all the headache ' cures is
one or other of a certain class of
drugs which are most dangerous
from their uncertainty of action.
They act on different persons in THE ROAD TO GOOD
MANNERS.
different ways, a fact that is entirely
ignored in this system of self-treatA mother sees an entirely new
ment, but which every careful side of her child's character when
physician never fails to take into the little one is with other children,
account. Coal tar and all its pro- says the Ladies' Home Journal. A
ducts, aniline and similar drugs, selfish or domineering or obstinate
which appear in these 'headache' spirit, utterly unknown before to the
powden in different forms, are loving parent, is apt to manifest itdangerous drugs, and especially self. With older people a child is
dangerous in the hands of people more or less restrained, but with
who know little or nothing about little people of his own age he feels
them. Most of these 'headache' perfectly free to do as he pleases.
cures are put up by druggists who
Companionship is an excellent
have an imperfect knowledge of thing for children. It not only
their qualities and effects. The makes them happier, but they are
harm done by the indiscriminate observing little mortals, and quick
use of such preparations is simply to imitate. The rough boy will try
incalculable. I heartily approve of to be gentle to his timid little cousin
the action of the Allegheny county if he is stirred by the idea that he
authorities in insisting that a notice must protect her; the little tomboy
of the dangerous qualities of the will try to follow the gentle graces
drugs contained therein should be of her pet friend, seeing how much
printed on each package containing she is loved for her quiet sweetness,
a ' headache ' powder.
A better while the bashful, shrinking little
way would be to go further and lassie will strive to emulate the
prohibit their sale altogether. It is strength and good sense of her lively
neither right nor safe that drugs of comrade. It is true, alas! that
that class, w'th such possibilities of children may imitate the vices as

Medical.

?

"

'
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"

'
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well as the virtues of the people in
their little world, and for thatreason
it is well to have the children entertain in their own homes. Let the
mother welcome her children's little
guests cordially, observe their characters, and set her children to follow
their virtues. Not by holding up
the visitors as models?children will
resent that?but by saying to the
timid little man,
What a fine,
brave boy Harry is," or to the somewhat uncourteous little brother,
What a little gentleman Robert is
with his sisters." Children understand and apply these remarks, for
children love to be praised. There
may be an objectionable side to the
the visitor's character, but a quiet
reproval will generally remove this
if the mother will say gently and
firmly, You cannot stay here, dear,
if you speak so roughly and tease
the little girls. liemember you are
bigger, older and stronger than they
are."
A little pained expression at
some discourtesy will often do more
than a severe scolding, and a quick,
cheerful
Thank you," or
How
thoughtful, dear," will work wonders. Praise freely the kind acts;
show the right path to the ignorant
little one, anxious to please ; reprove
gently the thoughtless one.
Little boys shouldvery early be encouraged to protect their sisters and
mothers ; they should be allowed to
pay the car far and to hold tickets;
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ceal this act. Fish bones are taken
from the mouth with the fingers.
Care, however, is usually taken to
leave as few bones as possible in the
fish, since the general use of the silver knife with the silver fork has
made it easy to separate the bones
from the meat.

IF BABY CRIES.

When baby gives a loud, violent
cry, it nearly always indicates temper. The peevish, whiny cry shows
a child in poor health or continued
discomfort. A paroxysmal cry, especially when the legs are drawn up
and the abdomen extended, denotes
colic. A persistent cry is usually
hunger or thirst, or an irritation of
the skin. In lung troubles the cry
?is short because it takes air to
make screams. A sleepy child cries
fretfully, and usually rubs its eyes
and nose.
Marion.

they love responsibility. Accept
their little services gratefully, and
never forget to say Thank you."
"
The little girls should be taught
to be mother's help and comfort,
their younger sisters' guide, and
A Good Reputation.
brothers' companions. Let That's The Crawford Shoes have formally years
"
reputation of being toe best
my little lady" be a phrase ready enjoyed the
made,the best titling;,and most comfortable,
on the mother's lips. Encourage, medium price shoes on the market, and the
that they are carrying this year is no
guide, control, urge onward in the line
exception to the rule. Anyone who wunls
kind and courteous road of good
manners each little one intrusted to
your care, so that the world may be
brighter and better, even if only in
one little corner of your own home.

a good shoe of moderate price, can do no
better than to try them. The manufacturer's aim is not to make a shoe that will
only sell once, hut thai will please the
wearer .so much that he will become a permanent customer They make a special
offer to clergymen, and it will he to the
advantage of anyone ill need of shoes, to,
at least, give them a trial.

FRUIT AT DINNER.

The Truth About the Friars.

When bananas are served at dinner the skin should be removed with
a fruit knife, the banana held in the
hand, and small pieces broken or cut
off and eaten from the lingers. Some
very particular people put the
banana on the plate after it has been
peeled and cut, and eat it from a
fork, but this is not the usual custom. Oranges are seldom served at
dinner unless they are specially prepared?that is, with the skin taken
off of them, the sections divided and
made tasteful by some dressing or
sweetening, and the seeds removed,
in which case the fruit is eaten from
a fork, as if it were a pudding, ice
or fruit salad.
When apples are
served they are usually part of a
fruit centrepiece, and should be
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A MODERN MANILA CHURCH.
There stands in the old walled city of
Manila a church whose rare beauty
should win it a place among the famed
temples of the world, says an exchange.
It is thechurch of St. Ignatius of Loyola,
and, as the name would indicate, was
erected by the Jesuit Fathers. The ten
years that elapsed between 1879 and
1889 were consumed in its construction,
and a success that was truly artistic
crowned the effort of a decade. The exterior is neither imposing nor artistic,
but it was upon the interior that effort
was centred, and few structures in the
world can boast of the perfect harmony
ofeffect there attained. Practically the
entire interior is done in the native hard
woods of the Philippine Islands, that
have been carved by master hands. A
remarkable fact in connection with the
work is that it was all done by natives.
The designs were all made in Europe,
but every credit is due the workmen who
so closely followed their methods. This
incident illustrates a peculiar trait in
the Filipinos. They lack originality,
but are wonderful imitators. Give their
carvers a model and they will duplicate
to perfection. Let their painters see
a picture and they will copy it to the
perfection of detail. Permit their musicians to hear a composition and they
will reproduce it on their own instruments. Probably the most artistic piece
of carving in the church is the pulpit.
It is a massive affairaffixed to one of the
giant columns close to the altar rail. On
its sides are a series of panels upon
which have been carved scenes depicting
important Scriptural events. The pulpit
has a beautifully carved base, and upon
the outer side of the balustrade are the
figures of saints. The figures have all
been perfectly carved, and there has
been a wonderful regard for detail. Proportions are perfect, and the effect is at
once harmoniousand artistic. A prodigious amount of labor was expended upon
the pulpit. Key. Father Francisco Sinio,
one of the rectors of the church, under
whose direction much of the work has
been done, relates that the carving of the
base of the pulpit consumed two years,
and that the balustrade occupied nearly
as much time. Next to the pulpit, the
ceiling, which is entirely of carved wood,
attracts the most attention. There are
a series of intricate designs that show
the genius of art and the skill of the
carver, and the effect is admirable. The
columns, capitals and arches, have also
been done in wood and they, too, enhance the beauty of the church. The
altars one main and two side
are also of wood and show splendid
specimens of the skill of the carvers.
The floor is also of wood and the sheen
of its polish serves to heighten the general effect. Most of the wood used is
molave, best of all the fifty varieties of
hard wood that grow in the Philippines.
It is capable of resisting any of the insects that attack wood, and neitherheat
nor water affect it. Steel is the only
It is so hard
thing that will outlast it.
that the fashioning of it is very difficult,
but the excellent results obtained make
it worthy of the effort. The art of woodcarving has long been taught to the
Filipinos, and the traveler in their islands sees many samples of their work.
It has reached its greatest perfection at
the Jesuit College at Manila, and the
work in the Jesuit church is incomparably the best so far done. Twentythree years ago the students of the college sent an elaborate piece of carving to
the Centennial Exposition a Philadel?
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all. The cathedral massive structure
of the Byzantine period?attracts attention on account of its size and the
fact that its foundation stones were laid
in the sixteenth century, but neither
interior nor exterior are particularly
pleasing. Another remarkable church
in the old city is that of St. Augustine,
built way back in 1570 from a design
drawn by a nephew of the architect who
planned the famous Eseurial in Madrid.
For over three hundred yearsit has defied
the earthquake and typhoon, and the
original walls still stand as a monument
to the builders. The design is rather of
theTuscan order, but modern additions
have lather changed and obscured the
original lines. The church of Sauto
Domingo is another imposing structure.
It has an exterior of florid Gothic and
an interior of nearly perfect Gothic, but
the latter is marred by some impossible
coloring and some inartistic statuary.
The same complaint may be properly
made of any of the score of churches in
the city and surroundings, with the single
exception of the church of St. Ignatius
Loyola. When the tide of American
travel sets toward the Philippines, and
when Manila is included in the itinerary
of the globe-trotter between Singapore
and Yokohama this really remarkable
structure will win its place in the world
of art.
?

NaSensd onsense.

what does not exist. Secondly, it will,
if you stick it in." "The people of
Hereulaneum and Pompeii died from an
eruption," was the answer to a question
concerning the deaths from the great
eruption of Vesuvius in a. d. 79, and an

eminently practical answer to a question
as to where Magna Churta was signed,
was " At the bottom."
Dick. ?Isn't it good to have a close

friend ?
Jack.?Not always.

Suppose you want
a loan for a few days. Do you think a

September '2, 1*99.

1
IS MANY TIMES TOO'tJAMY"
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close friend would be the one to ap-

proach ?

SAUCE

A newspaper, which boasts of its large

circulation, published thefoliowing naive
announcement on the subject of a
charity concert

:

?

" We advise all our readers to secure
their seats in advance since the hull only
holds about fifty persons."
Mrs. Beautiful. I understand, sir,
that you have been secretly making love
to my daughter. I will not permit it ; you
should have seen me first.
Young Noabit.
Madam, had I seen
you tirst 1 should have fallen so desperately in love with you that I should
have never noticed your daughter. (And
he dined with the family that night.)
?

The Original & Genuine Worcestershire.

IF YOUR GROCER ATTEMPTS
TO SUBSTITUTE AN IMITATION
SEND IT BACK NONE SO GOOD.
John Duncan's Sons.Agenrs,
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NEWYORK.

" yon may send that one up to
the house. Twenty-five cents, did you
say ? I know I have a quarter here
somewhere. Oh, yes, here it is."
The grocer glanced at the coin and
I can not acthen handed it back.
cept that," he said. " It's plugged."
"I know it," said the lady, " but 1
It is related of a certain evangelist in
see what difference that makes.
don't
Ireland that he was in the habit of adThe watermelonis plugged, too."
dressing his audience as Dear souls,"
wherever he happened to be conducting
services. When he was in Belfast it was
over and over " Dear Belfast souls"; at
Dublin, "Dear Dublin souls"; and at
Cork it was, " Dear Cork souls "; in
IN
which instance his audience was overcome with laughter before he knew what
he had said.
turner,

?
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"
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No matter what may hap to Spain,
Defeated though she be,
Without her fleets it's very plain
She can't be all at sea.

Unto a little nigger
A-swimmiug in the Nile,
Appeared quite unexpectedly
A hungry crocodile,
Who, with fierce politeness

That makes the warm blood freeze,
Remarked, " I'll take a little dark meat,
Without dressing, if you please."
Mac. Do you get paid for yourjokes?
Mac. Certainly; do you think I
write them for fun?
?

?

Edna. ?Why do you wear gloves while
learning to play poker?

In a .Scotch theological seminary, the
president used to ask the young men
THE IDEAL VACATION LAND.
from time to time to lead in the daily
Delightful Climate. The
Beautiful
might
be enabled Sportsman's Scenery.
devotions,so that they
Paradise, abounding in virgin waters
to know how to pray aright. This is a and unexplored forests.
part of the prayer uttered by one of
them " Oh, Lord, bless our professor.
Boston to Yarmouth, N. s.. is the shortest,
We know he is poor, weak, and ignorant; From
quickest and heat route to any part of the Maritime
strengthen his arms, confirm his feeble Province.
Beginning July 2nd, dally service (Saturday exto Yarmouth. Steamers " Prince
knees, that he may go in and out before cepted) Boston "Prince
Arthur" leaving Long

The Dominion Atlantic Railway Line

:

us like the he goat before his Hock."

George" and

Wharf 4 P. M.
Beginning July Ist, direct service to St. John,
N. 8., SS. "Prince Edward," leaving Long Wharf
Wodneßdayß
11 A. M., aud Saturdays 4 P. M.
Write to undersigned for all information as to
rates, hotels, etc which will he sent post free.
F. H. ARMSTRONG, Acting O. P. A.,
Kentvllle, .V S.
J. F. MASTERS, N. F.. Snpt.,
223 Washington St., Boston.

An old farmer who had been in LonEdith.?Because Jack told me never don was describing to his friends the
to show my hand.
splendor of the hotel he stayed at.
"Everything was perfect," said he,"with
Alice. - Why are you crying like that, the exception of one thing?they kept
little boy.
the light burning all night in my bedLirri.E Boy.? 'Cause it's the only way room, a thing I ain't used to."
i know how.
"Well," said one of them, "why didn't you blow it out ?"
Brilliant
ami
impulsive
people,"
"
"Blow it out!" said the fanner, "how
said a lecturer on physiognomy, " have
a
black eyes, and if they don't have them, could 1 1 The blessed thing was inside
bottle!"
they are apt to get them if they are too
A schoolmaster in a village school had
impulsive."
been in the habit of purchasing pork
A company of settlers, in naming their from
parents of his pupils on the occaown town, called it Dictionary, because, sion of the killing of the pig. One
as they said, "That's the only place
day a small boy inarched up to the
where peace, prosperity and happiness master's desk and inquired if lie would
arefound."
like a bit of pork, as they were going to
Freddy.? Ma, carpets
kill
their pig. The schoolmaster replied
are curious
in the affirmative. Several days having
things, aren't they?
elapsed, and hearing nothing of the S. S.
Mother.? Why?
Freddy.? 'Cos they are bought by the pork, the master called the boy up to
him, and inquired thereason he had not
yard and worn by the feet.
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(D. S. and Royal Mall
Service
brought it. "Oh, please sir," the boy
between
A man, in writing a letter to his replied, " the pig got better."
Boston, Queenstown and Liverpool,
sweetheart asking whether she would
accept of his love or not, writes thus:
"Are you quite sure this melon is
Cat.in Passage at Low Kates. Second Cai.li.. 837.50
superior accommodations). Return, $71.2.1.
"If you don'tlove me, please send back ripe?" inquired the young housewife, (very
Steerage Passage, #25.50. Passengers booked to and
theletter without breaking the seal."
after she had made a careful selection. from all points In Ureal Britain aud Ireland. For
Sailings, Rates, otc, apply to or address RICHMl 1.1.s St CO., Oeueral Agents, I<>
" Perfectly sure, madam," replied the ARDS.
State Street, Ronton, or Local Agents In all
grocer, but if you wish I will plug it cities and
Ax answer, given in one of the Camtowns In New England.
bridge local examinations, was particu- so that you can see for yourself." And,
phia, and with it won first prize,
larly bright. The question was in me- cutting a triangular piece from the side LOOK AT THE ADDRESS ON YOUR
The architecture of Manila may be chanics, and was , " Why will a pin not of the melon, he held it up for inspecPAPER. IF IT READS AUGUST, 1899,
truthfully said to be relieved of medi- balance on its point?" The reply was, tion. "You see," he continued, "it is
YOUR
SUBSCRIPTION HAS EXPIRED.
ocrity by the churches, and that of St.
" First, because a point being that which perfectly ripe."
Ignatius Loyola is the greatest of them has no magnitude, it can not stand upon
answered
the
fair
cusPLEASE
RENEW.
Very
well,"
"
Steamers) In
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